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CiAPfIR I 
IMflOBOCTIOIf 
Safety is a factor which mi^t be taken into eonsld* 
eratioB in any part of the seh€»ol program. In th« wo©d» 
wDrkiag shop it is ®xc»ptioi»slly i^ortaat, 
fh® safety program for woodworidog sh©p safety eoT* 
ers all aspects of the i^odwoi^ing cQwtse, Madtiaes mttst 
fe® safe I tool® used in wodworkiag aust be safe; th® shop 
itself mmt be g^e; aad instructions should be such that 
safety is stressed. 
The irtiop safety program is considered by any con-
icieatiotts shop teadher as being of fmdmmtal impor­
tance to the general sueces® or failure of the total 
shop progrsa, %e aticcess or failure of aucto a pro­
gram hinge® on the seriottsness which acsoi^anies ̂ e 
effort to develop safety coneciouaiieat in the indi-
Tidual student. My progmm taken liihtly in both its 
conc^ti^ and continuance is doomed to failure. The 
answer to successful shop safety 9ee» to be an aetive 
prograra, constant and serious in nature.^ 
Since rery few data were available on safety in 
Montana hi^ schools, it was decided to obtain froei throu^-
out the state instructor evaluations as to the i^02^.mce of 
and the degree of observance of various safety practices. 
L, Bushong and J. E. Moore, ̂ Building A Safety 
Prograa", Mlgtria|, |jrt£ ̂  Mmcation. 42s290, 
November, 1953# 
•mi PEOiMi 
Stati8»wt of the problem, study was desigiaed 
to deirelojp a "Met of Evaluate Safety Practices" which 
will be of value to instructor® in a|jf>raisi»g safety ia 
their wood's©rkteg classes in the secoadary adhools of 
Montana. Various safety practices ̂ i<fc wire drawn up 
after a review of related literature -were evaluated by 
shop instmictors throu^out the state# The safety prac­
tices cover the following ite^i power tools, hand tools, 
shop facilities, safety education, accident procedures, 
and shop practices and regulations* The shop instructors 
were also a«lc<^ to give further suggestion® ©a safety 
and list, in their o»n opinion, the ̂ ree most dangero^ 
tools in both the hand and power tool categories. 
Maitations of the study, 'flie study was Halted 
to the secondary spools of Montana. Instructors were 
asked to include all four see®adary grade© in their re­
port®. A s^dy of junior hi# sdiools would have had to 
include the seventh and eighth grades of the school® 
throughout the st^e, whi^ ̂ uld have resulted ia a to® 
wide spread of woodworking activities for the purpose of 
tiiis probl®i. As a stu# of all industrial arts classes 
would involve too many factors, woodworking was picked as 
being ttie ©ae which wuld offer the best chance to sti^y 
safety. 
DEFINITIOHS OF TOE TEEMS USED 
Safety edtteatloo. This t«r» ©overs many fields as 
defined ia Good*a Dietionary ©f Education# 
MSSX JSSBSSMHJ iastru^ion related to the 
sources of potential physical injury and health 
hazards as well as the Recessary steps for their 
control or elimination#'® 
Woodworking« For the purposes of this study wood­
working will be activity carried out in the school shop 
tinder the guidance of an instructor# Again Good is referred 
to for the basic definition. 
Woodworkiig: (1) an activity including the design­
ing, construction, finishing, and reclaiming of wood 
articles or structures. (2/ an area of study relating 
to Industries producing or using lumber.^ 
safety. Safety in the shop covers much more 
than the i'iald of instruction. All areas that are associ­
ated with the woodworking shop are included. Any item that 
deals with safety in any of the six areas listed under state­
ment of the probl̂  will be included under shop safety. 
HISTORICAL BAGKGIOUHD 
Safety in industry. Safety probl®ais are apparently 
PS old as laankind, but not until the past few cwa^uries 
has safety been regarded as irapwtant. 
fester y. Good, D^|t,|onyy M (««« ^orki 
f4cGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19451, p. 353# 
^Ibid.. p. 452. 
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Since before the dawi of recorded Metory man hai 
been distiaguidlied by his industry, fhe hoses of ellff 
dwellers, the pyramids, aaciertb Chinese tapestries, and 
sifflilar antiques attest man*s industry thousand® of 
years ago, Beoause his desires for self-preservation 
were no less strong than tl»y are now, accident pre-
v^tion was undoubtedly practiced to s<»e extent ev«a 
in the earliest civilizations# 
Su^ efforts were probably almost entirely peTOonal 
and defensi¥e. Industri.al safety, until relatively 
recent times, was largely a matter of individual effort 
rather than any sort of organiied procedure. %e real 
need for oi^anised safety did not originate until the 
advent of what is termed "the aachine age'% and the 
safety !aovep«nt, as we have it, is strictly a o»dem 
irmomti®n«^ 
With the advent of steam power to drive the machines 
of industry the factory system started to come into its owa 
while the old handicraft systea of individual v/oriters 
started to decline. As the hand worker started to look 
about for a new occi^ation he evoatually took his place at 
the power loom or the spinning niaehine,^ 
England, whidi was a manufacturing country before 
the raachine age, made full use of the new methods. In­
dustrial power increased rapidly in England while indus­
trial safety lagged behind, 
. . .  F a c t o r i e s  w e r e  l i t t l e  m o r e  t h a n  s h a c k s .  
Light, ventilation, and sanit^ion in those low-
ceilinged, naxTOW aisled structures were almost non­
existent. Sest rooms were unthought of, fwo-thirds 
of the workers were wosen and childr®n whose wrkday 
was froffl 12 to 14 houre. Machine guards were unknown. 
' ¥, Heinricfe, Infastrial Accidmt Prevention 
I lew fork! McQraw-Hill Boo k Company, Inc.,'' 1%1), p. >75 • 
^Ibid. 
Occupational deaths and maimings were frequent,^ 
During this phase of **the industrial revolmtioii* 
the working people, though reseatfiA of wwkiag conditions, 
were not Interested in safety to a great extent* In America 
great advances in the standard of living were feeing made 
available through the new industries, and the populace, 
employers and employees iKJth, thought that accidents were 
the price of advancement 
MBny of the laborers in the early American factories 
were immigrants. Since thiy did not understand instructions 
and were uneducated, tile accident rates soared. A result 
of the above conditions was the passing of a law by the 
Massachusetts Legislature in IS67 requiring factory in­
spectors. The Bureau of Labor Statistics was established 
soon after. As Woodbury infers, it is necessary to obtain 
statistics on a probl^ in order to be able to start any 
sort of accident program." 
Massachusetts was a leader in labor legislation 
again when an mforceabl® law was passed setting a t^* 
hour day for women. People were starting to realize that 
accidents could be prevented. Another leading law by 
^Ibid.. p. 376. 
^toc* cit. 
%ob^ Morse W^dbwy, Wgrker^ Health a^ S^fetyi 
A Statistical Prograa (Hew forks The Macmillan Company, 192?}, 
pp. 53-54. 
a>̂ <» 
Massachusetts wag passed in 1877 which compelled the 
Q 
guarding of dangerous mo-riag ma chinThis was a nota* 
bl© advaace in shop safety^. 
fhrougheut the United Stat^ progress was slowly 
being aade towird safer conditions for the workers. In 
industries such as mining it usually took a major disaster 
to bring actionj public indigaation usually created prea«» 
sure on employers, aiMi legislatures, to take action. 
At first, many safety laws that were passed were 
highly unpoiMlar and largely uaeaforceable# Legislation 
of the type that made the employer liable when negligence 
could be proved began to make the employ®? safety conscious 
InsuErance companies now becaae a force in safety. 
Employers, anxious to avoid increased ci^t, began insuring 
against accidents. The insurance cowpanies, in order to 
determine rates, wuld send inspectors to factories wMeh 
were to be insured# The ea^loyers socn learned that if 
they had a safe factory the insurance rates would be lower. 
Factory managers soon caaie to it.® realization that 
if they reduced accidents they were cutting the cost of 
production also. Safety was becoming established. 
. . .  I n  1 0 9 2 ,  t h e  s a f e t y  d e p a r t m e n t  o f  t h e  J o l i e t  
Steel Co. was formed and did remarkable work. Soae 
writers have referred to this organization as the 
(New Tcrk"; x1 
p. 379. 
**birthplac© of the Mori can irKimtrial*aceldent»pr©» 
T^rtjioa movement. 
The Workman*s Ociapensation Act passed in 1911 was 
a large step for accid^ preventim la American industry. 
It was more effective became "it reqtalres the en^loyesr 
to remunerate injured employees Aether or not negligence 
12 can be proved*" Claims were greatly increased. Factory 
owners, faced with the increased operating esqjense turned 
to preventicai as a means of cutting cost* 
With increased enphasis up®a safety by the e®tploy-
ers a need was felt for informtion about safety# 
• • • This led t© the idea that there ought to be 
a national ©luring house for ®ach information. In 
1913 the Hatimal Safety Cmancil was organized in Mew 
Tork City* Headquarters were opened in Chicago* The 
association is cooperative in character and is made up 
of employers and others interested in safety. Froai 
a membership of 40 in 1913 it has ©rovm to the point 
whwe several large corporations, transportation com­
panies, technical school! and other grcaps hold member­
ship in it. 
The objects are to promote the conservation of human 
life in industry, to supply safety inforaiaticsi, to 
prsmote the establishaeat of district or local councils 
to be affiliated with the Matimal Council, to assist 
in the standardization of safety devices, conditions and 
practices and to pro mote, industrial safety thrcmgh 
publicity and otherwise*^ 
lv«a with the added incentive of hi#®®* costs, due to ac­
cident coiapfflisation, industry still lagged in preventive 
^^Ibid.I p» 3^0* 
cit. 
usation (New lorks John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1930), pp* 391-
safety. Hoover, whil© Secretary of Corimerce, directed at­
tention to th© economic value of reducing accidents* fMs, 
plus studies showing how ac©id®nts increased costs, h®lpsd 
give iaor® ©conoaic incentive to tha safety problem* In 
World War II industrial safety was stressed. Plants haviqg 
contracts with the federal government had to institute 
safety prograns md meet safety standards# The resulting 
increase in safety is evidei^* 
In the last century accident prevention has pro­
gressed 8t-®idily. Safety 'eiigineers are uaially &. part of 
the personnel of industrial firms and do all they caji to 
increase the safety factraf* Th^ inspect ell areas of a 
firm's operations arKl see that safety laws are obeyed. 
School shop safety. About l^liO schools were asked 
to provide some form of training to supplement the ai^ren-
ticeship training of the crafts #ilch had fallen behind 
due to the new industrial age#^ This meant schools would 
now provide training which required tihe use of manual 
skills in addition to the currieulim which had beccMae 
traditional. With the adv®it of the new classes requiring 
manual skills the problea of safety in fche school shop 
ent^ed in# 
^^Charles Bernard Walter, "Industrial Arts in The 
Junior High l.evel Schools of Montana" (unpublished Pro­
fessional Paper, Montana State University, Missoula, 1951), 
p. 12, 
After industry had fouad that educating th® employee 
is safe work habits i-.rid attitudes was paying off, tfc® schools 
started to investigate the problem of prevent ive safety# 
Safety in schools was discussed in tibe amual congresses 
of th« National Safety Council from 1913 1917 aid 
gained sufjport as a result#^^ 
Sevaral schools during this period conducted safety 
studies and established the value of safety campaigns# The 
campaigns were gmeral in nature aad included aH aspects 
of safety in connection with school life# Safety in the 
school shop was being studied# 
Safety in tht school Is allied to safety in latar 
life. 
Industrial safety, therefor®, begins in dhildhood 
and in the school, wen ©th«r attitudes are being 
developed and practices are being followed, attitudes 
toward safety and safe practices are also aeveloping. 
It becomes a normal part of the program of raodern 
education to fostop conditions and help inculcate 
practices wW.di give the individual a better chance of 
survival* Such an educational program, working throu^ 
the school, cannot be episodic or temporary but must 
becoMe a prmal part of th® educational and activity 
program.*® 
As mor® of l±t e problem of industrial safety is 
undiETStood the school can keep abreast by fiirther develop­
ing shop safety. 
i^Herb^t J. Stack, llm^p B, Siebrect, J. Duk® 
llkow, Education for Safe Mving (Mew forks Pr@ntic@-Hall, 
inc*, 1S?49/ f pp« o-7» 
%bid. > p. 1S4. 
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• • .» Saeh program must be tailor made# Th© 
teaehir should visit loeal industrits at frequent 
intervals in order to k®ep abreast of the latest 
d®v@lopiaeiits in tih® fi®ld»^' 
0HGANI2ATI0N OF THE PAPER 
It b&» been the inteation in this first chapter to 
d®fiii@ the probl^ to be undertakeii in this paper and to 
explain SOOT® of the terms that will be used later# A 
section on historical background was included in order to 
acquaint the reader with the problna of safety in the school 
shop and to give an idea of how safety education now stands 
in the school* 
Chapter II will b© devoted to a survey of related 
literature, fhe first section will deal with literature 
that was used to aid in making up the opinion^type ques­
tionnaire that was used in this study. The second sec-
tion of the chapter will be devoted to literature that 
deals with the probla® of safety itself. 
The questionnaire will be tak^ up in Chapter III. 
The criteria which were set up for the questions will be 
discussed as well as the actual constructim of the ques­
tionnaire. 
The fourth chapter will deal ndth the treatiaent of 
the questionnaire returns. The construction of a work 
sheet and the tabulation of the filled*out questionnaire 
will be discussed. 
^"^Ibid.. p. 176. 
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Th@ final results of the a **I,ist of Evaluated 
Safety Practicses'* based on instructors' ratings of th« 
importance and obss-Tanc® of safety practices listed on the 
questionnaire, will be the subject of Ghapter f. These 
ratings will be analyzed and the inclusion or exclusion of 
various safety practices will be det^mined. 
Chapter ITI will be a aumaiary of the study with 
recommendations for further study* 
CHAPTEE II 
RlflEW OP RELAtlD LITEEATUIS 
The review of related literature will cover two 
fields. The first will deal with literature #ilch is re­
lated to thi various aspects of using a questionnaire* 
Safety will be covered in the second section* 
working with opinions of a group, one aaiat first det^raine 
what group opinion is* Ghilds discusses public opinion and 
its effect upon public issues* . 
• • . Again and again the questions are asked: Is 
public opinion in the sense of mass opinion & safe guide 
to follow? Upon what types of questions is it compet­
ent to pass judgment? Where is the line to be drawn 
between those questions upon which it is and is not 
coKpetent to pass Judgment?^ 
In determining what questions can be used viien work­
ing with public opinion the groiJ^ front which the opinion is 
obtained must be considered. 
The t«rm "public opinion" is obviously a g^eral 
and rather inclusive eaEpressiea like mnj other useful 
English expressions such as "political party", '•weather'*, 
"democracy". Only as it is related to a particular 
public and to specific opinions about definite subjects 
does it become significant in the sense that it can be 
studied. In this respect it is similar to the 
"weath«r**, which a dictionary defines as "a state of 
the atmosphere". Students of meteorology are not 
/M ^ ̂Howard L, Childs. |a Introduction t£ Public Opin3,o^ 
(New York J John Wiley and Sms, Inc., 194077 p. 39* 
-12-
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usually ©oiicarned about weather in general| but about 
the Stat® of the atiiiosph^r® at a particular time ajiri in 
a particular plae®» D«fin«d in thse® terms the word 
"weather" becomes significant and can be atudi^. 
Similarly the term public opinion" must be related to 
a specific public and to definite opinions about some­
thing. Then it is possible to study it. find out what 
the state of public opinion is, ishy it is what it is, 
what changes have been and are taking place, and what if 
anything i^ould be done.2 
A public, for survey purposes, is, therefore, a 
group of people who are related by soiae comon ground. 
What the individuals of this grcup think, ttAen concerned 
with a problem common to all, is significant 
The question of tow the individual arrives at an 
opinion is to be considered# How can people, with the same 
Eiaterials to work with, arrive at different opinions? 
An opinion way be defined as the acceptance of one 
among two or aore inconsistent views which are capable 
of being accepted by a rational mind as true. If only 
one view can be logically accepted it is.not an opinion, 
but the result of a daaonstration# . . 
Differing views vAiich may be rationally held will 
result in an opinion causing individuals to differ. The 
choice of one view ov®* another may not be a matter of 
deliberate preference but may be a result of earlier 
e 
experiences, or a result of learning fro® other individuals.'^ 
^Ibid.. pp. 40-41. 
3|bld.. p. 43. 
4Abbott Lawrence Lowell, Publ3,e Op3,nlon In Im: ̂  
Peace (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 19237, pp. 12-13. 
^Ibld.. pp. 14-15. 
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Many otter factors enter lot© deterolning opinions. Sora® 
of the» ar®j waight or is^ortanc® giv«fi to an item, emotion­
al approacfa, and int®r®at in approach to subject. 
To gain opinions it is necessary to use some tech­
nique to do ̂ e Job. The interview arai the questionnaire 
are th® two which are usmlly used. Part®Q, in discussing 
the two techniques, listed th® advantages of the mail ques­
tionnaire.^ The ones that are pertinent are tiae following J 
(1) If mailed questionnaires are used, it is possible 
to covar a wider geographical area and to reach a much 
larger population with given funds than could be accoia-
plished by personal Interviews with each informant. 
This lower cost applies primarily if personal follow-
ups are not sade. 
ik) The informant may answer questions more frankly 
by raail since anonymity is assure. On the other hand 
some respondents may hesitate to put their ideas in 
writing for fear that their schedule m&y be identified 
even though unsigned. Actually, it is questionable 
whethfT anonymity is either an advantage or & disadvan­
tage. 
(6) Personal antagonism to investigators vliich may 
lead to a refusal to give th® desired information is 
avoided. 
(8) The questions are standardized, whereas in the 
personal interview the investigator may alter or suggest 
answers. 
Mildred Parten. Surveys. Polls and Samplesi Prac­
tical Procedures {New forETSF^iF^ IFotE^sPEbliih^s, 
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(9) Th® qwestloanaire can b© answered at th® 
convenlsnce ©f the respoadaiifc • This gives him time to 
delib«rat® on each point, and if ziscessary to look up 
inforiaation needed to fill in th© itsBM. However, h® 
may ©msmlt with other !i«bers of his household, so 
his reply m&f b« mor@ r®pr®ji©ntativ® of liie family*» 
point of view than hia ovn,' 
The latter part of the last item listed by Parten is 
not too significant in this study b®caus© this stiMy covers 
a selected gi^up which Childs covered in his book.^ 
fh® diff«*«nt types of <ptestions which my be us«d 
are discuas®d by Part®i. Th© relative merits of each type 
of question are analyzed and exaiaples ^ven. The discussion 
of th® five-point rating scale which applies to the obtain­
ing of opinions or attitudes instead of obtaining a defi­
nite yes-no type of answer is applicable to this type of 
study. 
An effective attitude scale consists of a limited 
series of statements of opinions about some given sub­
ject, presented in a form of a questionnaire, and evok­
ing responses indicative of the individual's attitude 
toward a given subject. » . 
To Make up the questions used on the questionnaire, 
care had to be taken in order to preseaat the questions in 
such a manner that the instructors throughout the state 
would not be troubled by their meanings. Gantril discusses 
^5SM* s PP* 94-95. 
^Childs, 1^. cit. 
%lildred Part en, Surveys. Polls jad. Samples; Prac­
tical Procedures {Mew lorks Harper aM Brothws, 195^}» 
p. 3. 
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clarity of qijestions and their woi^iiig. 
Persons wh© ms® the t®d&niqu®s and faciliti®t of 
fflodem piiblic opinion researcb have the responsibility 
of slicing isstt®8 aeaningfally and then of presenting 
those issiies to people in eueh a way that answers can 
be reliably intei^reted. Efm after elaborate testing 
on the clarity and bias of quest ions by the TOit con» 
scientiotts inveetigator, ®any of the items finally in-
eluded in the study reraain obscure.-^0 
The questions on a questionnaire should not be vague, 
which would prevent precise mswering# This mi^t result in 
a distortion of survey results. Technical terns should be 
avoided unless they are meaningfiil to the group ishich is 
concerned with the field in question. These exai^les are 
covered by Cantril and developed in order to form a basis 
for questionnaire aake-s®*#^^ 
Should the majority opinion alone be considered or 
should the minority opinion be considered in conjunction 
with the ma^Jority? Borgardus stated that, "Public opinion 
12 is made of the integration of imny personal opinions«****' 
This being the case, an individual opinion counts to soaie 
extent wi^ other opinions. If the individual opinion dis­
agrees id.th the group as a infeole, there must be a reason for 
^^iadley Cantril, Gauging Public Opinion (Princetoni 
Princeton University Press, 1947)> F• 3• 
•^^Xbjd.« pp. 
S. Borgardus, ge Making Public Opinion 
(Hew fork I Associated Press, 1951)i p* S. 
p. 10. 
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A majority opiiiion is that whieh apparently is felt 
or expressed by over half of the members of a greup. Usually 
it is arrived at by people sharing the same opinions# It 
is rep re seat at ive of the group. 
A majority opinion does not always mean that demoe-
raey has spoken. It may have been reached thpou^ dis­
tortion and deceptim of facts or through inadequate 
discussion. A majority opinion my be composed of the 
opinions of mmy ego-involved person© and may act t© 
suppress minority opinion# • • 
%ie minority opinion of a group may be important to 
the results of a study. The extreme views of people at 
either end of an issue are usually in the lainority and are 
usually adverse to change. Borgardus takes into considera» 
tion that the minority groins which May not be extreae in 
their views are made of thoughtful individuals. 
A minority opinion is a conclusion reached by less 
than half of an interested groijp. It has been said that 
a minority opinion today my be tomorrow's majority 
opinion. Since a majority may once have been a minority, 
today's minority opinion laay be considered thoughtfully 
by Idie majority because sofe day it laay su^jpleaent the 
current laajorlty opinion."^5 
Literature related to safety. Cressaan conducted 
an extensive survey of safety in Pennsylvania in 193^ 
which covered safety educaticxi, types of accidents, and 
listed tools in their relation to accidents. The listing 
of tools and precautionary Measures when using theia covered 
all types of school shops and contained specific awterial 
^Ibid.. pp. U-12. 
^^Ibid.. p. 12. 
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of value concerning woodworking.^^ lot ali it©Ms ar® 
applicable at the pree«nt tioe but many of the basic rules 
concerning shop safety remain unchanged and provide valu­
able background. 
The lational Safety Council puts out auch litera* 
ture concerned with safety. One bulletin whidi deals with 
safety education in the school shop is a good reference ®an« 
ual for shop instructors, fhree aajor divisions of safety 
are covered in the bulletin# Tb&y aret general conditions 
affecting the safety prograai, the trainee, and safety 
instruction, Eesponsibility is discussed with suggestions 
for the teacher, the s\;^ervlsor, and the administrator* 
The manual is general in nature as the following statements 
iaply. 
This manual has been prepared to serve as a general 
guide to safe procedures in the school shop* It is 
designed to assist teachers of industrial arts classes 
and of trade and industrial vocational classes. It is 
adaptable to both large and siaall sdiool systems# It is 
based on the data, prineiples, and procedures that are 
the foundation of any souad safety education program, 
and is designed to supplement and augment specific shop 
lessons, codes, regulations, niles or whatever educa­
tional procedure best fits local needs*17 
Struck discusses safety as it enters into industrial 
education. He states that safety in school shops would best 
i-6paul L. Cressiaan, Safety Mueation in Industrial 
School Shoos {Bulletin 332. iarrisfeurg. PennsylvaniaJ 
Department of Public Instmction, 1938#» PP» 55-^4. 
17iational Safety Council, Safety Mueation In the 
School Shoo {Chicago! ̂ e Councii, 1948/, p. 4. 
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Id be served by studying industrial methods. Safety pro­
cedures used in industry should produce satisfactory safety 
conditions when applied in the school shop. 
The vocational school has an unusual opportunity as 
well as a distinct humanitarian, social, and moral 
responsibility to teach safety froa #very conceivabl® 
angle. They will includ® perional saftty, the safety 
of co-workers, laembers of th© family, and of the work 
or play group. It also includes thinking about safety 
in terms of economic loss to the individual, the 
employer, and to society as the inevitable accoapanl-
ment of accident.^9 
Safety promdurm given directly to students are 
discussed by Feirer In a teartbook on woodworking. He state® 
that rules, no aatter how trivial they soiuid, are of value. 
. . . Two boys were working on a project of tuming 
a large table top on a lathe, fhey came down to the 
shop to woric extra time. One boy stood by the lathe and 
the other turned on the master switch. By mistake the 
lathe was set at hi^ speed. IRie lathe started with a 
terrific force, the table top flew off, and struck and 
killed the boy standing there. Hiis actually happened 
and it can happen in your shop. Sot many major accidents 
occur in shops, but each year several students are 
killed. Every one of these accidents could have been 
prevented. They all occur because soaieone does sooe* 
thing he is not supposed to do.^® 
An item of this type is not only profitable for 
students to read but instructors can benefit as well. In 
the course of the book prevention is stressed repeatedly. 
1%. Theodore Struck, Foundations of Industrial 
Education (New fork J John Wiley md Sons, inc., 1930)» 
p. 384. 
^9loc. cit. 
^Ojohn L. Feirer, Industrial Arts Woodworking 
(Peoria, Illinois: Charles A. Bennett Co., Inc. Publishers, 
1950), p. 32. 
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This seems to integrate with continuous safety educatioa 
by the instructor. 
According to Stack, Si©br©eht, and Eikow the principal 
deterrent to widetpread adoption of comprehensiTe accident-
prevention programs is the attitude of mmy shop instructors 
#10 believe that the primary objective of safety education 
21 is prevention of accidents only in the school shop# 
Safety education should be training for life rather than for 
school situations only. The school shop aay be a relatively 
non-hassardous place to woirk hurt; in later life the situation 
may be reversed. With this view in aind, they emphasize 
the following essential® to be observed in a safety program. 
Cl) The school shop must place its house in order 
and the instructor must be diligent in observing safe 
practices as he expects his pupils to be. 
(2) Safety instruction should not be treated as 
somethiTi'?: separate and apart from the teaching of a 
vocational skill. It should be an integral part of the 
step by step instruction in that skill. This does not 
preclude the special consideration of safety as the 
principal subject of an occasional lesson, but its 
consideration should not be confined to a few such 
special discxissions. 
(3) Certain safe practices which are coawion to »08t 
industrial and many life situations should be incorpor­
ated in every school-shop safety instruction program. 
(4) A coaiaon code of safety rules or regulations 
should be developed for each type of shop so that there 
may be a general understanding of the requirements \3f 
all pupils and instructors. 
^^Herbert J. Stack, Elmer B. Siebrecht, J. Duke 
Elkow, Education for Safe Living (New lorkJ Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., 1949)7 p. 'lo57 
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(5) Safety instruction should be active and whenever 
possibl® involve real situations rather than passive, 
hypothetical probltsas. Safety instruction should con­
stantly be interpreted in teras of school and common 
industrial activitie®, 
{6) SupplementaiT' materials, such as posters, pam­
phlet 8, and the like, are essential to sustain interest 
in the safety program. 
(7) Adequate and constant supervision of student 
safety activities by instructors is fundamental to 
successful safety instruction•22 
Hie periodical, Industrial Arts and Vocational Edu­
cation. was a major source of material for this study. 
Safety articles, from the year 1940 to the present, were 
examined. Many small item® were found which contained 
valuable suggestions but were so numerous and varied as to 
make inclusion in the chapter impracticable. These articles 
were important in that they listed specific safety rules 
and gave inforaation which could be integrated into this 
study. 
The field of teacher liability enters in wherever 
shop safety is concerned. 
There are two major responsibilities involved in the 
purpose relative to safety instruction? namely, moral 
and legal responsibility. Teaching safety in a complete 
and thorough manner to every pupil in the shops, and the 
maintenance of a safe working situation discharges the 
noraal responsibility, but the teacher aust go further 
than maintaining a clear conscience to insure legal 
imffiunity. The prisiary purpose of safety instruction 
is to insure safety and prevent injuir* Tbe legal 
aspect of safety education does not become actively 
involved until and unless an accident occurs; neverthe­
less, in the eyes of the public, the shop teacher cannot 
^2ibid.. p. 165. 
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<i©fei^ hiaself morally if he carniot defend hiraself 
legally. 
Hathbuii diici^ses negllgeiice to the school shop. 
Negligence can be prevented without too much effort. In 
referring to practices of some instructors, such as neg­
lecting to us© gmrds pi^vided for power raachintry or 
leaving dan^er^us machines iinguard.ed, h© states that if 
allowed to exist in shops such practices can constitute 
acts of negligence.The article also lists ten eseential 
points for a safety program which provide a basis to 
fomulate safety practices, 
iushong and Mooi'e attack the safety problem in schools 
and make sug,gestions on how to set up a safety prorrranu 
They emphasize that it is easy to develop a safe physical 
atmosphere but that the mental attitude of the students is 
difficult to handle. 
Safety Education contained several articles including 
Tlshendorf*s list of conditions under which school law may 
be inte^reted so that the teacher would likely be ccmsidered 
negligent should an accident occur to a pupil.'' Some of the 
E. Ra.thbun, "Moral and Legal Aspects of Safe­
ty Education." Industrial irts and focatlonal Biducation. 
36:379, January. 194?. 
^%bid.. p. 
Bushong, J. R. Bloore, "Building a Shop Safety 
Pros!:ram,*' Industrial Ai^s and ?ocational Education. 42 5290, 
November, 1953* 
¥, Tiehendorf, "Accident Liability of Shop 
Teachere," Safety Education. 30^2, February, 1951. 
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points emphasize that stud«iits #10 are "accident prone,'* 
due to mental or physical handicaps, should be lindlted in 
some shop activities. One it« of great interest to teachers 
of high school woodworking ccneerns the legal responsibilities 
of children and young people# The law does not demand as 
much of <^lldren as of adults. "Children do not think, act, 
or airoid dangers as adults would. Danger may even attract 
there."Hie teacher's duty lies in being able to foresee 
childish impulses and prevent injury ̂ enever possible. 
P* 3. 
CHAPTEE III 
DFiVELOPMEiT OF THE QUISTIONIAIEB 
After the problem had been d@terfflined there remaintd 
another problems how to obtain th® information which eould 
be ustd for th« r«8ults of the study. Since the ©tiaiy had 
to cover all the high echools in Montana, a questionnaire 
was decided upon as the instrument to be used. 
Study made to determine outline for Queetionnaire# 
Safety covers all the activities carried out in the wood-
workiTsg shop, lot only are certain practices to be observed 
•when carrying out work necessary for class activity but 
other factors are to be considered. 
The periodical, Industrial Arts and Yocational 
Education. was a good source for deteraiaing criteria^ All 
issues from the y#ar 1945 the present were studied and 
many idea® gained. Joseph Merchant, in an article on ©hop 
safety covered much of the field. 
The shop safety program is detailed and complex if 
it is to combine effectiveness and coa^jrehensiveness 
and a degree of personal protection against possible 
accident litigation. Perpetual experimentation in shop 
safety indicates the necessity to pursue certain funda­
mental procedures. Firet it ie good pedagogy to write 
all safety rules in the fom of positive statements 
rather than in terms of negative adTOnitions. Second, 
every aachine^ Should have affixed a series of specific 
safety rules. Third, in close proximity to auxiliary 
equipment, such as hand tools, stakes, and furnaces, 
• there i^ould be posted appropriate safety ®iggestions. 
Fourth, from all these rules the generalized shop ^ 
safety rules should be chosen, ^ey aj'e representative 
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of the over-all general safety rules aj^licablt to shop 
activity. Finaliy every student siiould be provided 
with a copy of the shop safety rules for study and 
insertatlon in his ncrtie book* 
It is the teacher's job to provide and illustrate 
all safety rules which apoly to hi® shop. He should 
adainister tests and see that a score of 100 per cent 
is obtained. This give© a basis to discover pupil 
weaknesses. All test paperi should be rated and filed 
for two years.1 
The lational Safety Council bulletin pi^vided aany 
ideas dealing with all phases of shop practices and regu-
lations.*" Paul Cressfflan*s dissertation on accidents in 
Pennsylv^ia also provided needed backgrouiai. 
Proia the above an.d smy other articles and books 
which were -referred to in the chapter on Review of Related 
Literature, six divisions were set up for the various safety 
practices. The gix divisions, as listed in statement of 
the problem in Chapter I, arei (1) power tools, (2) hand 
tools, (3) shop facilities, (4) safety education, (5) acci­
dent procedures, and (6) shop practices and regulations. 
Power tools and hand tools were set up in different 
categories due to the followings (!) power tools continue 
iJoseph Merchant, "Shop Safety Eules and Aids,** 
Industrial Arts and ¥ocational Education. 36s42-43, January, 
1947. 
r u . Safety Council, Safety E^ucatio^ M 
fichool Shop (Chicago: The Council, 1948), pp. 7-46. 
3paul L. Creseman, Safety Educaticai in the Industrial 
School Shop. Bulletin 332, (iarrisburg. Pennsylvania! 
DepartHi®5t of Public Instruction, 193o]» PP* 55-44. 
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cutting without assistance of m operator? (2) power tools 
are usmlly conplex mechanisias and should be handled as euoh; 
(3) guarding deTices are usually required on power toola 
while they are not m hand tools j (4) aiore safety instruction 
is usually required with a power tool than with hand tools. 
Shop facilities deal with TOnditiaaa of the shop. 
lhat type floor doea it have? Is lighting adequate? It 
the shop large ©nou#? These plus other questions are in­
cluded under facilities# 
Safety education is a very iaportant division# Even 
thou^ it is to be found in all parts of the shop, efforts 
to reach the student are ic^ortant. 
Accident procedures are i^orfcant because much hinges 
on yh&t is done in the few brief moments that are involved 
when an accident occurs. Also what is done after an accident 
is ii^ortant# Liability and raany legal problems aay enter 
in.̂  
Shop practices and regulations deal with aany prob­
lems,. but various procedures and sifjethods of handling pro­
jects are included her®# Eule© for conduct, wearing apparel, 
and other re-lated iteia® are included. 
If® 9i. MM' 
factors had to be taken into consideration before work 
%, ¥» fiehendorf, **Accident Mability of Shop 
Teachers'*, Safety Educatlcai, 50s2-3, February, 1951* 
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could begin cm the questloimair®. Montana gecondary school 
enrollments range from less than fifty to above two thousand. 
To develop a qi»estionnaire which would cover such a diverse 
sitiiation was a major problem. 
Direct questions, whidi would ask for specific 
condition®, would apply in one shop and would not apply 
in another. Eespoases regarding guards on machinery might 
reveal that many shops do not have the machine in question. 
They might not reveal the instructors* opinion© on the 
desirability of the guards. 
Another factor ̂ lich was taken into consideration 
was the possibility that the answers givan on direct ques-
tione of the yes-no typee «i#t not give the instructors^ 
actual feelings on the subject, 
One of the limitations of the yes-no question arises 
from the fact that a slight misunderstanding of the 
meaning of the question tcay result in a complete rever­
sal from a positive to a negative opinion or vice versa. 
Ihen the scales allow for a greater number of possible 
reactions, sudi misunderstandings are less likely to 
occur. It is quite possible that these misunderstand­
ings are as likely to tend in one direction as the other, 
and that, consequently, the final percentages of the 
affirmative and negative anewere will not be affected, 
l^iis limitation is not serious if no individual scores 
are to be prepared. 
Onleg® people easily choose one or the other of the 
alternatives aentioned, the alternatives are not pro­
perly choeen or the diehotomous question ie not suit­
able. If the opinion i» not expressed readily in an 
unqualified affirmative or negative it may be because 
opinions on the topic in question are actually held 
along a series of graduated steps rather than as dis­
crete reactions. Soias type of scale question would be 
better for eliciting such opinions. If there is rea­
son to believe that an intensediate position or middle 
grourKi is just as tenable as the extremes it is better 
"•2S*" 
to «iploy a ttire#-alter»ati¥« question rather than a 
diekotoffious question. arbitraiy "foreing" of 
opinion into on® of tw categories will not reflect 
the true situation#5 
The opinion t:^@ question was decided upon as being 
the type which woiild be the best to measure instructor at­
titude towat^ various safety practices. The three-point 
scale was not used because it was too limited. As feeling© 
may vary to quite an extent aaong individuals vlien asked 
about soffie specific itemj it was decided to use the five-
point scale. The use of this scale allows for a wide 
latitude of opinion even to the point of disagreeaent with 
pmctices to be rated. 
Construction of the Questionnaire. After gaining a 
background of safety and deciding wpon the type of question 
to be used the actual constructioD of the questionnaire began. 
The first question© were information questions con­
cerning gehool enrollment and nurfser of students enrolled in 
woodworking classes. The facte gained from these questions 
will be used to show the popularity of woodworking classes. 
Several questions were devoted to determining what 
tools tend to be most dangerous. With these questions, 
reasons for answers were asked in order to obtain instructor 
opinions as to why the tools cause accidents. This would 
not only provide information on the subject of safety but 
. . ̂Mildred Parten, Suyveys, Polls, ̂ Samplesi Prac­
tical Procedures (Mew fork: Harper and B«>thers, 1950T, 
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also would possibly IjriEg id«as to mind which provoke more 
thougjbt on tht part of the instructor when evaliiating the 
safety practices whidi follow in the questionnaire. 
When making up the list of shop practice® to be 
evaluated, consideration was given to the overall iaplica­
tions of eacfc itew. In the power tool area, it was decided 
to deal with individual machines as a question may apply to 
one machine and not to another. Observation of shops also 
showed that an instructor's attitude say vary, depending 
upon the power tool in question. 
While taking this view, items iwere also limited so 
that they did not deal with minute matters which could be 
covered by more general questions. The use of color on 
aiachine# to warn of danger is one exaiple. 
As mmy of the practices were to be included in the 
•'List of Evaluated Safety Practices" {see Appendix E), which 
will be the result of this study, positive statements were 
used,^ The instructor was able to see the practice or 
safety rule as it would appear later. 
The instructors were asked to evaluate the safety 
practices in two different ways. They were: importance of 
the practice and the degree to which the practice was observed. 
The five-point rating scale was used for both categories. 
Under inportance of the practice the scale ran as follows5 
Merchant, Qg.. cit.. pp. 42-43. 
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(!) veiy important, (2) ii^ortant, (3) not ¥®ry important, 
(4) of no inportance, and (5) doesnH apply. This allowed 
for a variance of opinion on the instructor's part. A 
similar procedure was followed for the degree of observance 
category of the safety practice seal®. The ratings vmr&i 
(a) always observed, Cb) usially observed, (c) sometimes 
observed, {d) seldom observed, and (e) is not observed. 
By the use of the two ratii^ scales a more complete 
picture of the safety practices was obtained. Not only did 
the instructors indicate the value of a practice, but also 
the observance rating shotted if the practice was or v/as not 
being applied, 
A copy of the questionnaire may be found in Appendix D. 
CHAPTEI I? 
SSSULTS m Sf®I 
A copy of the qia«stioi«iiir© was sent to 172 feig^i 
sdtiools in Mootana, k listing of iaduffitrial arts ti®dh«rs 
was obtained and Rio#ty-five of th© 172 qufistionnaires wer® 
addressed to individual instruetoi^* 
Setttims from tJh® questioniiairi! nuaibered 132, or about 
77 per c«ot of the total smt out. ©f th© 132, forty-aiu® 
schools indieattd that th«^ did wot iiave wwdworkiag 
elasaes. Of th® aiaety-five addressed to individual 
instructors, approxiaately 69 per cent w«r® returned. 
BIEAMOWM OF SCHCSOLS MTO (S10«PS 
The sdiools throu^out th« state ware divided into 
three groups. The pareantage® wair^ figured for ©a^ group 
and also for the total nusber of schools answering. 
Qtqwp I included all school® having ovar 250 stud«it«« 
* There ware tw®niy-thre« schools in this group. Tw«aty»five 
school®, containing one-hundred -to 250 p^ils, are contained 
in 0roi^ II. The reiaaining ^irty-five schools, with less 
tiian one-hundred pupils each, were covered in Group III. 
In If all eighty-three schools returning questionnaire® 
were included. 
fhe break-down was aade for the following reasons! 
smaller school shop® probably were not as cw^a^letely equipped 
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as those of the larger sdhoolsi raaller schools* power 
machinery would oot be as varied as that of larger schoolsj 
schools in Group 11 would be better equipped than Group III 
schools but woid-d not have the facilities that can be found 
in Group I shop8| larger schools, in Group I, would pi^bably 
have more complicated and more varied machinery than schools 
in the other tw groups# Another factor which influenced 
the break-down into groups was a desir® to provide a means 
whereby instructors or other interested persons could dheck 
the data for sdiools of comparable siase as well as being 
able to check the figures for the total grovtp, 
STUDEIITS EMOLI^ li VOODWOEKIIQ C1.4SSIS 
In some schools of the state woodworking courses 
contain a large proportion of student enrollment. This 
tended to be true in the smaller schools# As indicated in 
Table I, one school had a 62 p«r cent enrollment in wood­
working. The larger schools range in enrollment from 3 per 
cent to 32 p®r cent. 
In Group I schools, the number of woodworking sections 
ranged fro» twelve sections in one school to one woodworking 
section. In Group II the nt^raber of sections ranged from 
one to five sections p^ school# Three sections are in the 
majority in this group. In Groii^ III the number of sections 
ranged from one to four, with the average being two sections# 
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The percentage of stiidents enrolled and the nuaber 
sections ®how that woodworking Is a popular subject# 
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TABLE I 
PEH OEm OF STUDENTS BNSOLI^D IN TODWOHKIIQ 
IS EIQHTt-THEEE MOETAiA HIGH SGHOOI.S 
Per Cent Sonber of Schoole 
















31 1 1 
30 3 
29 1 1 
28 1 2 
27 1 
24 2 
23 1 1 
22 1 3 
21 1 
20 2 2 
19 1 1 








8 3 1 
7 1 2 
6 1 1 
5 1 2 
3 1 
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TOOLS COMSIDERED OmmMOmi BX INSTR0CTOES 
Power Tools. The instructors were asked to list in 
order the three most daagerotis power tools, fh® results 
am indicated in Tabl© II, Th« pointer and the table saw 
were strong contenders for first and second places. In 
first choice the Jointer received aor® votes K«iiil« in second 
and third choic® the table saw received iiore votes. The 
band saw and shaper are also listed as being dangerous, with 
the band saw receiving the aajority of votes for third choice. 
Hand Tools. As in the power tool category instructors 
were asked to list in order the three most dangerous h««d 
tools. The chisel was first <ti©ie«, rectiviag sixty-nine 
votes. The saw received a hi# number of votes for second 
and third choice, the ii»st being twen^-eight votes for 
second choice. The haraaer al^ received many votes both in 
the second and third choices, but not as many as the saw, 
receiving fourteen votes for second choice and sixteen votes 
for the third choice. Table III list® the various tools 
and the choices that were made. 
fmm. II 
THBSl mm DAiQlEOUS POIfll TOOLS 
m LISTED BI liSHUGTOES 
I» ^3 WOOD SHOPS IM OTTAKl HI® SCHOOLS 
Nam® of 
Tool 
Niffliber of Schools 





























































































THEEl POST BASGESOUS HAND TOOLS 
AS LISTED m INSTRUCTOHS 
li i3 WOOD SHOPS H MONTAHA HI® SCHOOLS 
Name of 
Tool 
MxmhBT of Sdiools 
Qrowp I Groti^ II Qroxsp III Grot^ I? 
First Choice 
Chisel 22 19 27 69 
Saw 1 3 4 
Draw knif® 1 2 3 
Knife 1 1 
Chisel 3 3 6 
Saw 14 7 7 2^ 
Plant 1 1 2 4 
Mamer 2 4 a U 
Draw knife 1 1 6 d 
File 1 2 3 
Screwdriver 3 1 2 6 
toife 1 a 3 
DriU 1 1 2 
Mani^axe 1 1 2 
earring ehisel 1 1 
Chisel 2 1 3 
Saw a 6 10 20 
Plane 6 2 a 
Hanaer 4 2 10 16 
Draw knife 1 1 
File 1 1 
Screwiriver 3 1 2 6 
Knife 2 2 
Hand-axe 1 2 3 
Carving chisel 1 1 
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COMPABISON OF POWER AID HAHD fOOIi? 
Hand tools were listed as feeing more dangerous thaa 
power tools by forty-four instructors. Power tools were 
listed as being the iSKJst dangerous by tiiirty-six Instructor®. 
Of the ®ighty«tJir®e ̂ o returned questionnaires three did 
not answer. Carelessness was listed as tlie most coimon cause 
of accidents. With hand tools twtnty-thr®e said that care­
lessness was the cauee of many accident®, while twelve listed 
it as the major cause of accidents laider the power tool 
category. Students* unawareness of the potential danger of 
power tools was listed by eleven instructors as the cause of 
accidents in that category. Accidents caused by hand tools, 
as listed by eleven instructors, may be due to the fact 
that hand tools do not look dangerous. Nine said that the 
greater use of hand tools is the reason for accidents in 




COMPAEAflfl DAMGEE OF POWER AHD HAMD TOOLS 
Muffifeer of Schools 
Tool Category Groups s I II III If 
Power tools most daagerous S 13 15 36 
Hand tools most dangerous 15 11 U 44 
TABLE ? 
REASONS FOE TOOLS BiltlO DAiGEBOUS 
AS LISTED BI liSTRUOTOES 
li ^3 MOHTAMA HIGH SQUmiS 
No. of So, of 
Power Tools Eeasona Hand fools Reasons 
Lack of attention 5 Carelessness 23 
Hurrying 1 Forgetfulness 3 
Du© to motion on tool 5 Used more oft^ 9 
Carelessness 12 I)on*t look as dangerous 11 
Not aware of potential Poor coordination 1 
of power tools 11 Bull tools 1 
High speed of tool 6 Hegleet danger of 
Used mors 6 haM tools 9 
Overcrowding in power Better staroerrision of 
power tools 10 tool areas 1 
Overconfident 5 Guards are on power 
Disregard of instruc­ tools 2 
tions 4 Hand tools always 
airailable 
Overcrowding 






EfALUAflON OF SAPITT PRACTICES FOR POWER TOOUS 
Most instructors rated the practice of guarding power 
machinery as "very iaportant" or *• important." Hie one ex­
ception to this ms the use of a guard on a table saw, a® 
can be seen in Table ¥1. A wide variation is noticeable 
with this practice. Of all instructor®, 25 per cent rated 
it "very important", 25 per oent mted it "iaportant**, 23 
per cent rated it "not very important", 10 per sent rated 
it of "no importance'*, 10 per cent rated it "doesnH apply", 
and 2 per cent did not answer. %ie extent to which the 
practice was observed was low. Of Group I?, 27 par cent 
said that it "is not observed", IS per cent said it "ie 
seldom observed." The degree of observance of a guard on a 
table saw is low when <x)«pared to guarding on other power 
tools, as indicated in Table fll. fkrm instructors said 
that use of a guard on a table saw increased the danger. 
The use of the puMi-etiek on the saw and the jointer 
was considered important and was observed to a high degree. 
Several instructor® did not indicate a preference in tiie 
use of the push-stick, and seven indicated the use of hand 
tools on small pieces. They stated that a piece of material 
too small to hold should not be worked on with power toole. 
Instructors rated safety practices, when adjusting 
machinery, for the laoet part as being "very iaportant" or 
•41* 
"important." The dsgre® of obsenrance of th« safety prac­
tice s in this category was rated "always observed" or 
•^usually observed." Eeplacing blades on a jointer was listed 
as being the instructor's responsibility fcy ei#t instructors, 
due to the hii^ degree of accuracy needed to the Job, 
lye protection i^rats considered "very isqjortant** by 
?I4 per cent arri "i^ortant" by 11 per cent when operating 
a grinder, as shown in G^roup I?, fhe degree of observance 
was lower with 71 per cent rating it as "always observed." 
In most instance® the importance of the safety 
practice received a hi^er rating than did the degree of 
observance of the practice. 
TAB1.E ¥I 
IMPORTMCl OF SAPETt PEACTICIS 
IK fffi ySE OF POWER TOOLS • PiSEGElTAGES 
Safety Practice Group 1 
Instructor Sating 
2 3 4 5 m 
Moving parts on aa^inery I 61 35 4 
should be protected by guanis* II 56 32 B 4 
III 60 34 3 
I? 59 35 5 1 
Adjustments shottld never be I 57 22 17 4 
made on power Machinery un­ II 56 ZB 12 4 
less it is implugged. III 71 20 6 
IV 63 23 10 4 1 
Power tools operated in an I 3f 9 
B awkward or dangerous position II 60 16 12 4 
should be operated by the III 34 31 11 3 11 9 
instructor. I? 46 29 11 1 7 6 
Ouard on table saw should be I 35 22 22 13 4 
in position and used. II 16 36 12 24 B 4 
III 26 20 31 9 14 
IV 25 25 23 15 10 2 
Table saw should be kept clear I 70 26 4 
of all object® except stock II 72 24 
being cut. HI 26 23 6 3 
I? 55 24 5 1 
Push sticks should be us^ I 87 4 4 4 
when cuttii^ narrow stock ©n II m B 4 
table saw. III i3 14 3 
IV $6 10 1 1 1 1 
Guard on jiointer etoould be in I 91 9 
position aid used. II 76 12 4 a 
III m 6 4 6 6 
IV $2 B 2 2 5 
A push stick should be used I n 4 9 4 
when working siaall pieces of 11 m 4 4 B 
stock on ^oiJfiter. III 6 11 9 7 
If 76 5 1 B 7 
MotIs Hi® nvmhers at heai ©f th® table represent the 
following s 1, very iaportantj Z, i^ortantj 3$ not very 
ioportantj 4| of no iaportaneej 5# d®esii*t apply? ii, no 
response. 
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TABLE n CContinuedJ 
Instructor Sating 
Safety Praetiee Qroup 1 2 3 4 5 SR 
After a student has aade ad­ I 70 13 4 13 
justments or replaced the II do 4 $ 
blades m a Jointer, the III 63 9 4 3 11 
instructor should cheek the I¥ 70 11 4 1 5 
jointer before it is used. 
Ouard on band saw should be I 91 9 
in place and used. II 72 16 a 4 
III 71 20 3 3 3 
1? 77 16 4 1 2 
Band saw should be located so I 65 30 4 
blade will not lash out and II 64 28 4 
endanger students if it should III 66 
65 
23 3 3 3 
break. I? 27 2 2 2 
Provision ^ould be made for I 52 43 4 
holding stock fimly when II 40 44 B d 
operating drill press. III 54 23 17 6 
If 49 35 11 2 2 
Gtoggles should be worn when I 30 39 22 4 4 
operating lathe. II 20 44 4 4 
III 34 34 29 3 
I¥ 29 39 27 2 1 2 
Ihen working glued stock on I 57 30 4 4 4 
lathe, instructor should check II 4a 36 B 
piece before it is worked. III 69 17 9 6 
1? 59 27 7 4 4 
Tool grinder should have eye I 70 17 4 9 
shield in place when it is in II «4 12 4 
operation. III 94 6 
I? #4 11 2 2 
iOTEs The numbers at the head of t^e table represent Klf «i»V WM* 
the following! 1, very importantj 2, ia^ortantj 3 $  not very 




DEGail TO WHICH SAFE.TI PEACTIOES WERE OBSEira 
mm mum power fooLS - perciitages 
Instructor Rating 
Safety Practic® A B NE 
Moving parts on mchlnery 
®hould be protected by guard®. 
Adjustaents should never be 
aiade on power machinery unless 
it is implugged. 
Power tool® operated in an 
awkward or dangerous position 
should be operated by the 
instructor. 
Guard on table saw should be 
in position and used. 
Table saw should be kept dear 
of all objects except stock 
being cut* 
Push stick should be used when 
cutting narrow stock on table 
saw. 
Guard on jointer should be in 
position and used. 
A push stick should be used 
when working small pieces of 
























































52 26 9 
16 16 
37 20 11 





























22 22 17 4 26 
6 20 12 24 32 
14 14 20 23 23 






























" "flOtfes ffie"'letters''at' tn'e head' of the table" represent 
the following; A, always observed? B, i^ually observed} 
C, sometimes observedj D, seldom observed! S, is not observed} 
HI, no response. 
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TASIE VXI COontiaiied) 
lastructor Eating 
Safety Praetie# Grottp A B D E MR 
Afttr a stmdmt bas made ad-
justaants or replaced the 
blades on a Jointer, the 
instruetor should dieek tiie 
jointer before it is used* 
Guard on Mud saw should be 
in place and used. 
Band saw should be located so 
blade will not lash out and 
endanger students if it 
should break. 
Provision should be made for 
holding stock firmly when 
operating drill press. 
(Soggles should be worn when 
operating lathe. 
When working glued stock on 
lathe, instructor should check 
piece before it is worked. 
fool p*inder should have eye 
shield in place when it is in 
operation. 
iOTBi 15ie letters at tl 
the following I A, always observed| B, usually observedj 
C. sometimes observed} D, seldom observed! i, is not observed; 
I 70 4 4 22 
II 64 12 4 B 12 
III 57 9 9 6 20 
IV 63 B 5 5 19 
I 91 4 4 
II Bi 4 B 
III 71 11 6 4 4 6 
If 01 6 4 1 1 6 
I 61 26 4 9 
11 60 B 12 B 4 B 
in 51 23 9 9 9 
I? 57 19 B 2 5 B 
I 39 35 22 4 
11 32 20 32 B B 
III 40 34 14 6 6 
IV 37 30 22 2 2 6 
I 13 35 30 13 9 
II 20 20 36 B B B 
III 14 29 31 17 14 
i? 16 2B 33 11 9 5 
I 39 UB 4 9 
II hB 32 B 12 
III 54 17 U 6 3 6 
I? ki 30 B 4 1 B 
I 61 22 9 4 4 
II 64 16 16 4 
III d3 3 3 11 
I¥ 71 11 B 2 5 2 
MR, no response. 
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EflLUAflON OF SAFETY PEAGTICES IDS HAKD TOOLS 
Safety practice® in tlie hand tool gro^ were not 
considered to be as ii^ortant as aany of the saftty prac-
tiees in the power tool groi;^« the degree cjC obserraoe# 
was, for the most part, lower* 
The repairing of diisels with muehrc^ffled head® was 
rated as ^rery important® by 60 per cent of all the instraet-
ors and as "always observed" by 52 per cent. 
The sharpening of dull tools before use was rated 
"very importanf* by 60 per cent of all instructors, while 
the degree of observanee was rated by E9 per cent as 
"always observed." Proper instruction in Bh&rpming tools 
was listed "very important" by 4d per e®at of all the 
instructors aM "always observed" by 51 per cent of them# 
The repBir of haraiers ai^ mallets with cracked or 
iinpnjperly fitted handles was rated ^very ise^ortant** by 
47 per cent, ®important*• by 40 per cent, "not very ia^ortant® 
by 11 per cent. The degree of observance was rated "always 
observed** by 30 per cent, "usually observed** by 45 per cent, 
and '^soaetises observed" by 1? per cent# 
ISie use of tools wii^out handles, such as files or 
rasps, rated lower than other practices. It was rated "not 
very iî jortant" by 23 per c«Eit of all the instructors 
(Group If) and "sometiaes observed® by 16 per cent. 
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TABLE ¥111 
IMPORTAMCi OF SAFETI PRACTICI 
IM USE Of HAND TOOLS - PERCSMTAQIS 
laatmcter Eating 
Safety Practice &romp 1 2 3 4 5 MS 
Hairaers and mallets should not I 70 26 9 4 
be uaed when handle i$ cracked II 36 56 4 4 
or not fitted properly. III 46 37 17 
I? 47 40 11 1 1 
Chisels with mushrooaed heads I 70 26 4 
should be repaired iMifore 11 36 $ 4 
using. III 60 31 5 2 1 
If 60 31 5 2 1 
foole such as files and rasps I 70 26 
2i 
4 
should iKJt be used wittiout a 11 12 56 4 
proper handle. III 31 40 23 3 3 
I? 29 43 23 2 1 1 
A dull tool should always be I 57 30 9 4 
sharpened before using. II 60 40 
III 63 34 3 
If 60 37 2 2 
A bench vise should be used to I 57 4 4 
hold stock firmly when it is 11 56 36 4 4 
being worked. III 57 31 11 
If 51 40 6 1 2 
iOTls Hie naafeers at head of the table represent 
ttie followiugj 1, very important| 2, important| 3, not very 
iji^ortanti 4» of no iH^ortancej 5» doesn't apply| MR, no 
response. 
TABIE IX 
iEOREl TO IHIGH SAFET? PMCTIOE IS OBSlBfED 
IH USE OF KAIfD TOOLS - PEICIIITAGES 
Instructor Eating mrnmmmrnmimimmmmmmmmimmmmmmmmtmmmmmm 
Safety Fractice Group A B c P I II 
Haawers and mallett ^ould I 52 30 9 4 4 
not be used when handle la II 24 56 $ 4 i 
cracked or not fitted III 20 46 29 3 3 
properly. If 30 45 17 2 2 3 
Chisels with amshrooaed heads I 70 22 4 4 
should be repaired before II 12 20 $ 12 
using. III 43 29 23 3 1 If 52 22 16 5 6 
Tools such m file® and rasp# I 26 13 9 9 
should not be used without a II 12 2$ 36 16 a 
proper handle. III 20 37 23 14 6 
I? 2§ 31 24 13 2 4 
A dull tool should always be I 35 52 4 9 
sharpened before using# II 24 60 12 4 
III 29 54 12 1 4 
If 29 54 12 1 4 
A benc^ vise should b© used to I 39 40 a 4 
hold stoek firmly iihen it it II 40 36 12 4 4 4 
being worked. III 34 54 9 3 
If 3? 47 7 2 4 2 
iOteii Th® letters at th« heai of th« table rtpreseat 
the following8 A, always obs®rr«d| B, usually ebserredi 0, 
soaietimes obB«r?ea| D, seldom obser^edi S, i@ not obserredj 
MR, no response. 
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EV&mtim or safett peactices iu ooiimicfioh 
WITH SHOP FACILIflES 
In ii©st of th@ pfiicti©«s tfeer® is a wid®r Tarlatioa 
of opinion al&out ''shop- faclliti#®'* %hm ateoyt th® "hand t^ol 
and power tool" ar®a. A look at Tabl#® X and XI will show 
th# 4iffereac®. 
Til® ust of s©m@ aoHt-skid ©arfac® on floor ar@a$ 
around povw t©0ls r«-e#iv#d a wid® faritty of ratings as 
shown by Tabl® 1 and Tabl® II* &d«r ti^orfeaiio® of th# 
®af«ty practie®, 34 p®r ctiit r®t«4 it »irery iaportant"! 
37 p®r cent, "important" ̂ an4 IS p«r ©eat^'^aot very ii^©rtaEit"t 
Und«r degree of observam©#, it was rat«4 ''always observed'* 
by 11 p«r c«nt, Andl «not ©bserwi'* by 24 p«r fimt. 
Having fhitldi or gogglts availabl# for »%m4%n%a wai 
rat«d «-r®ry iaportaot" by 71 f>«r sent ©f all of tlit iustrme-
tors, with th« majority of the r®fflai.iiiiig irjstmctors group®# 
closely to this position« Usd#r d«gr»e of obs»ryan©« ther« 
is a wid® spread with 10 per ewt rating it as ®Eot obstrv«i»« 
Having ai#q^aat@ stor«g® faailiti®® was rat@d "vsry 
importajit" by 49 p«i* cent of all iaatruetor® CQroup I?), 
and "^ii^ortaBt** by 35 p®r c«iit, Storag# faciliti## ar» not 
observed, ifhile maay instructors cQ®#id«r«d it to b« ©f 
importane#* In Group I?, 13 per seat of th« instructor® 
rated it as ©bstrvti^, wfeil# 4^ p®r cm% rated 
it as "always observed®,, as ^©«par«d to 49 ptr e®nt ratting 
the practice ®v«ry isportimt#** 
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1^0 use of temporary wiring being kept to a minirauiB 
ranked higja both in iii^ortanc# of th« piactice and tbe 
degree to which it is ofeserrei. In Gromp I¥, 93 per cent 
of instructors rated it "iaportaat" and "very iiportant", 
and d? pep cent rated it as "usually obeerved" and "always 
obierred." 
®ie use of a laatter control box for all power tools 
was rated "very important^ by 6? per cent of all instructors, 
and "ii^ortant" by 23 per cent. Under observance of ̂ e 
practice 13 per cent rated it "not observed", with 59 per 
cent rating it "alway# observed," 
In «diop facilities, there is less observance of safety 




IMPOIfAiCE OF SAflTf PEACTICIS 
IN SBOP FACILIfllS - PEfiCBHTAQES 
Instnactor Rating 
Safety Pya©tle# 1 2 3 4 5 IR 
I 35 39 22 4 
II 36 2^ 20 B 4 4 
III 31 43 14 6 3 
If 34 37 U 4 5 2 
I 61 30 9 
11 76 24 
III 74 20 3 3 
I? 71 24 5 1 
I 43 35 17 4 
11 52 36 4 
III 51 34 9 6 
I? 49 35 11 1 2 1 
I 52 43 4 
II 6« 24 4 4 
III 69 29 J 
I? 64 31 4 1 
I 48 4d 4 
II 64 zd 4 4 
III 74 20 3 3 
I¥ 63 30 2 1 1 2 
I 57 30 
II 40 40 16 4 
HI 60 26 9 3 3 
IV 53 31 12 1 2 
I 57 30 
0 
4 9 
11 6i 20 4 
III 74 20 3 3 
I¥ 67 23 4 2 4 
Floors, in til® area of power 
too Is» should have somt fom 
of non-skid lurfac® applied# 
Shitlds or @£>ggl«8 sfeoald b® 
readily available to all 
students #io wish to me 
thm. 
Adequate storage facilities 
for tools will tend to iii-
crease the safety factor in 
the school shop. 
Adequate artifioial lifting 
should be provided for all 
power tools# 
Temporary wiring for tools 
should be kept to a 
minimBa. 
All switdbies on equipment 
should be paiated a bri^t 
color and in a eosltiosi that 
is easy to reach* 
ther® should be a master con-
ti^l box for all power tools* 
nuabers at the kead of the table represent 
the followinis 1, very iaiqjortaiitj 2, importaatj 3» not very 
ifflportanti k, of no ia^rtancei 5, doesn't apply| NR, no 
response. 
TAMIM II 
DiGEII TO WHICH SAFlTf PE4GTIC1S WIIE OBSElfED 
IM SHOP FACILITIIS - PISCSlTAaiS 
Practice 
Imtmctor Bating 
k B B I ME 
Fleers, in the area of power 
tool®, should have soffio forra 
of non-skid surface applied* 
Shields or goggles should be 
readily available to all 
students %iJ0 wish to use 
them. 
Adequate stoi^ge faoilities 
for tools will tend to !»• 
crease the safety factor ta 
the sohool shop* 
Adequate artifieial lifting 
should be provided for all 
power tools. 
Te^orary wiring for tools 
should be kept to a 
ainiffium* 
All switches on equipment 
should be painted a bri^t 
eolor and in a position that 
is easy to reach# 
lliere should be a master eon-
trol box for all power tools* 
I 9 30 22 9 17 13 
II 16 $ 36 16 16 $ 
III 9 20 17 17 34 3 
If 11 19 24 15 24 7 
I 39 26 17 4 9 4 
II 60 20 6 $ 4 
III 51 17 14 3 11 3 
I? 51 21 13 2 10 4 
I 39 22 22 9 9 
II 40 36 g 4 12 
III 46 29 11 6 9 
I? 42 29 13 4 6 6 
I 26 52 13 4 4 
II 32 32 24 4 B 
III 43 29 17 11 
1? 35 36 U 6 1 4 
I 65 22 9 4 
II 56 ZB i 
III 60 29 6 6 
I? 60 27 5 5 4 
I 30 35 17 4 9 4 
II 24 24 20 16 1 a 
III 23 34 14 26 9 
I? 25 31 16 6 16 5 
I 57 13 4 17 9 
II 60 4 12 12 4 S 
III 60 20 3 17 
iir 59 13 6 4 13 5 
' "•lOtSi "letter's at the iiead"of "tKe table 'represent 
the followingi A, always observedj B, usually observed! C, 
sonetines observed; B, seldom observed} £, is not observed; 
WE, no response* 
EVALUAflOK OF PSICTIGES I« SAFEfi ED«CAfIOi 
Instrmetors throu^out th« state rated safety educa­
tion, «^ere it conceamed power tools, "iaportimt® or higher. 
The use of power tools, only after supervised practice, was 
rated "very iiportant" by 93 per cent of ail instructors, 
and ^inportant* by 5 per emt* flie pi^ctice was rated 
"always observed" by 30 per cent. 
The practice of using a student safety engineer 
caused soiRe personal content. One instructor said that he 
used a student foreman ̂ en feasible* Instructors stated 
that they (ssnsidered it as shifting of instructor responsi­
bility to the studentt a practice whieh should not be 
followed in the woodworking shop. The practice of having 
a student act as safety engineer was rated "very ia^ortant" 
by 21 per cent of all the instructors, and ^doesn't apply^ 
by 12 p<^ cent* The practice as *'not obserred" received 
a rating of 35 per cent, and a rating of 13 per cent for 
"always observed.'* 
Safety contests as a means of reducing accidents 
were not hi^ly rated by instructors. The practice was 
rated "very importaaf* by 16 per cent, and "iaportant" 
by 33 per cent, lAile 42 per cent felt that it •'doesn't 
apply," Of aH the instructors, $ per cent felt that it 
was "always observed" md 40 per cent rated it as "not 
observed.** 
-54* 
Instructoiw rated more M^ly oourse# i^ieh integrate 
safety into woodworking classes, rather than separate courses 
or a series of lectures dealing specifically with safety. 
A separate course for safety was rated "very important" by 
31 per cent of all the instructors, and "doesn't apply" 
by 11 per cent* y»der degree of obserrance of practice 
34 per cent rated it as "not observed", while 19 per cent 
rated it •^always observed,« A combinati^ of introductory 
lectures and supplemental^ teaching during the woodworking 
course was rated »very ifflpof^ant" by 6l per cent of all 
instructors, and "iiportant"* by 23 per cent# **Always observed® 
was listed by 55 p®i* eent of all the instructors for the 
practice, and "usually observed** by It per cent. 
As indicated in Tables III and IXII, instructors felt 
that visual aids are ia^ortant in teaching safety, and some 
visual aids were used in aost of the hi^ schools. Of all 
the instmeters, 51 per cent thought that visual aids were 
"very isportanf*, and 37 per cent rated the practice 
"i^ortaat," Observance of use of visual aids is not 
closely girtjuped—37 per cent thou^t that the practice was 




xmommcM of psaoticis im 
SAFETf EDUCAflOS « PiaCSfTAG^ 
iREtraetQr Eatliag 
Safety Prastie® Qroup 1 2 3 4 5 Ml 
I B7 9 4 
II 96 4 
III 94 3 3 
I? 93 5 1 1 
I 65 35 
II 52 44 4 
III 63 26 11 
I? 60 34 5 1 
I 35 39 22 4 
II 16 40 2i 12 4 
III 37 29 29 3 3 
I? 29 36 27 5 1 2 
Students sti#uM be allowed to 
use pmer tools ©mly after 
trailed |>raetiee. 
Pupils ihould leara the capa­
bilities of the Mtohines that 
th^ use ill order to promote 
safe praetieea. 
Students should be impressed 
with the inportanee of »E>t 
laying objeets ©a workbeaeh 
so they wlH projeet over and 
oause injui^ to passers-by# 
Stud<mt8 ia 9tii and H)th 
grades should be supervised 
more elosely than older 
students K^ea operating 
power tools. 
Students itfiould take regular 
turns acting as safety engi­
neer* 
A safety engineer ifeould be 
on duty liheaever a woodworking 
class is in session. 
the instruetor should conduet 
safety oontests asong stijulents 
to keep aeeident rate at a 
minimin. 
I 22 9 9 13 4 
II 20 4 4 4 
III 60 29 3 3 6 
I? 5B 24 4 5 7 2 
I 4 30 4 17 
II 12 36 24 i 12 i 
III 37 37 11 3 
5 
9 3 
I? 21 29 21 12 4 
I 4 22. 35 4 26 9 
II $ 2$ 16 12 24 12 
III 34 34 17 14 
I? U 29 22 5 21 6 
I 13 35 30 17 4 
II i 2d 2i 16 12 
III 23 34 23 9 9 3 
I? 16 33 27 $ 12 5 
NOfll Ifee auffibers at the head of the table represent 
the following I 1, very i^ortant| 2, important j 3| not very 
inportanti 4f of no ia^ortaaeef 5» doesn^t apply; «E, no 
iHisponse. 
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TJU3LE XII (Centinued) 
Xnstmctor Eating 
Safety Praetice Oroup IE 
k Bepamte course in safety 
ehoulci be tau#it for 
claaaes. 
Safety education should consist 
aainly of lecture® at beginning 
of woodworking course. 
Safety education should {K>n8i6t 
of supplementary tea<rtiing dur* 
ing woodworking clasies for the 
entire period of the course# 
Safety education should include 
a caabination of introductoir 
lectures and supplementary 
teaching during the wood­
working course. 
Visual aids should be eaploywl 
in the teaching of shop safety. 
Posters, portraying safety, 
should be displayed in the 
teaching of safety. 
Safety data, of the t^pe that 
is furnished by coTOieroial 
fims, are aids In teaching 
safety. 
I 13 22 30 
11 24 20 32 
III 49 11 12 
IV 31 17 30 
I 17 39 13 
II 12 36 20 
III 26 17 31 
IV 19 29 23 
I 57 35 4 
II 52 36 
III 63 $ 2 
IV 5d 29 4 
I 52 30 4 
II 6a 20 4 
III 63 20 9 
IV 61 23 6 
I 4$ 39 9 
II 44 hi 
III 57 29 11 
IV 51 37 7 
I 43 39 9 
11 3© 60 4 
III 46 46 6 
IV 42 51 4 
I 35 57 
11 12 6B 16 
III 40 43 11 



































SOTSs The nu^ere at the kead of the table represent 
the following J 1, very ii^ortant| 2, i^ortant} 3, not very 







mmm to which practicbs were oMsmvm 
m mmn EiiyciTioi • pERcsiTAQEs 
Instructor Rating 
Safety Praotice Qroqp A b g d e IE 
Students diould be allowed to I 65 26 9 
use power tools only after II 64 4 4 
supervised praetite, 
Pupils should leara the oapa- I 43 35 17 4 
bilities of the saachines that II 52 36 4 i 
they use in order to promote III ^ 37 11 3 3 
safe practices. i¥ 47 36 11 1 § 
Students should be i^reeeed I 61 26 4 4 4 
witfc the iBq>ortance of not II 36 40 12 12 
laying objects on werkbenoh 
so thiy will projeet over and 
eause injury to pas«ers*by. 
Students in 9th and 10th I 30 39 4 4 9 13 
grades shoiild be tuperviaed II 6d 16 4 12 
more closely than older III 57 23 6 3 11 
etudents when operating I¥ 53 25 5 1 6 12 
power tool®. 
Students should take r<^ular I 9 17 13 4 39 17 
tuz^a acting m safety engi- II 4 4 32 12 32 16 
neer. HI 23 17 11 3 34 11 
14 
A safety engineer should be on I 4 13 32 12 32 22 
duty whenever a woodworkini; II i 12 20 4 32 24 
class is in sessim. Ill 26 11 17 3 34 9 
17 
®&e instruetor should eonduot I 9 22 22 39 9 
safety contests amng students II 4 4 32 S 40 12 
to keep aeeident rate at a III 11 14 17 6 40 11 
ainiauBi. I? « 13 23 5 40 11 
G o^ B c D 1
2a 
III 57 34 9 
I? 61 30 5 
46
III 54 29 11 3 
IV 51 31 10 1 1 
B
V
in 1 IT 13 13 l& 6 35 
B
II U 1 IV 15 12 17 6 34 
i11
6
tote I ^e letter® at the head of the table represent 
the followlngs A, always observedj B, usually observed| 0, 
so®eti«e® observedI Df seldoa observed! E, is not observed| 
Ml, no response. 
TABL& XIII (eontlamti) 
lastmetor Eating 
Safeffey Pmctic® Qronp A B G B E 11 
I 9 9 17 42 17 
II 20 i 24 16 24 d 
III 26 20 9 6 34 6 
If 19 13 16 & 34 10 
I 22 30 4 26 17 
II 16 23 12 $ 16 20 
III 34 17 14 11 9 U 
I? 25 24 10 7 16 17 
I 57 22 4 17 
II 52 2S 4 16 
III 63 4 5 4 4 
I? 5B Id 7 4 13 
1 43 22 9 4 9 13 
II 60 16 a 4 4 B 
III 60 17 9 3 3 9 
1? 55 1$ i 4 5 10 
I 30 39 17 4 9 
II 36 32 20 4 1 
III 43 29 11 3 14 
I? 37 33 16 1 i 5 
I 30 39 17 9 
II 36 20 4 i 4 
III 29 40 14 17 
IV 35 35 17 2 10 2 
I 30 4t 13 4 
11 24 40 16 a 4 1 
III 34 31 14 9 9 3 
IV 30 39 15 7 5 5 
A ©fparate course in safety 
should be tau^t for shop 
classes* 
Safety education should consist 
mainly of lectures at begin* 
ning of woodworking course# 
Safety educaticm should consist 
of sufjpleaientary teaching dur­
ing woodworking classes for the 
entire period of the course. 
Safety education should include 
a cofflbination of introductory 
lectures and sis^plwentary 
teaching during the wood­
working course. 
fisual aids should be ewployed 
in the teaching of slK>p safety. 
Fosters, portraying safety, 
should be displayed in the 
teaching of safety. 
Safety data, of the type that 
is furniitoed by cosfflercial 
fims, are aids in teaching 
safety* 
iOTIt The letter's at the head of the table represent 
the following! 4, always observed| B, usually observedi G, 
sometines ob@erved| D, seldom obserred; 1, is not observedi 
HR, no response. 
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E?iLUAfIOI OF ACCIDEKf PHOCEBURES 
ability to adraiaistsr first aid after an aecidemt 
was considered to be of value by laost ©f the iiistmetors# 
Ihis safety practice was rated "very important" by 75 per 
cent, iscd "important" by 22 per c<ait. lastnactors indicated 
that the practice was observed most of the time. Ability 
to administer first aid wa« rated "always observed" by 
63 per cent of all the instructor®, and "usually observed** 
by 24 per cent, 
Filliag out of an accident r^ort after an accident 
was considered ia^jortant, but obeervance of the practice 
rated low* ?he practice was considered ^if^ortant" by 
31 per cent of all instructors« and "very important** by 
5S per cent, fhis coa^ares with 46 per cent of instructors 
rating it as "always observed" and 1? per cent rating it 
"usually observed." Twenty per c©st rated it "is not 
observed" and 7 per cent "seldoai observed.® 
The use of accident reports as a means of eliminating 
accidents showed variations between iaportance of the prac­
tice and observance of the practice. It was considered 
"very important" and "iaportant" by M per cent of all 
instnictors as con^ared with a rating of 30 per cent for 
"usually observed" and 33 per cent for "always observed.** 
It was rated "is not observed" by 15 per cent. 
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Use of accident reports as a means of pTOtection for 
the instructor was rated "very it^ortanf by 54 per cent and 
"ii^ortant" by 34 per cent. Observance of the practice was 
rated "is not observed'* by 1§ per cent and "usually observed*' 
or "always observed" by 6$ per cent. 
Presenting accident reports to students as a method of 
preventing shop hasards did not receive as hig^ a rating as 
other practices. The practice was rated "very important" by 
22 per cent of all the instructors amd received the same 
rating for "not very ii^ortant"! 22 per ceiA stated ttiat it 
"is not observed", 7 per cent "seldoa observed", and 14 per 
cent "always observed," 
TABLE Xlf 
IMPORTANCE Of ACCIDENT PEOCEDUHS - PtaCEKTAGES 
Safety Practice rIt>Up 1 2 3 4 5 HE 
1 61 30 4 4 
II 72 24 4 
III $6 14 
I¥ 75 22 2 1 
I 46 35 4 4 4 4 
II 52 26 12 4 4 
III 69 31 
If 31 5 2 1 2 
I 30 kB 4 9 4 
II 40 4a 3 4 
III 49 46 6 
I? 41 47 6 1 2 2 
1 52 39 4 4 
II U 32 16 a 
III 63 31 6 
IV 54 34 7 1 4 
I 22 43 17 4 9 4 
II 12 4^ 20 12 a 
III 29 34 26 6 3 3 
I? 22 41 22 7 4 5 
Instructors should be able to 
administer first aid in ease 
of accident • 
All accident report for all 
accidents should be filled 
out imrodiately after an 
accident occura* 
Accident reports should be 
reviewed m<& used as a neans 
of eliminating the causes of 
accidents* 
The accident report should be 
filled out as a protection 
for the instructor. 
Accident reports and investi­
gations of accidents should 
be presented to students in 
order to present a living pic­
ture of hasards. 
llOTifei "rtie nufflbers at the head of the table represent 
the followingJ 1, very important} 2, important} 3, not very 




DEOHIE. TO WIGi ACCIDElf PHOClBySES 
OBSERVED - PEfiClMTAOES 
lasfeznictiQr Bating 
Safety Practice Clroii|» A B C D i NE 
I 61 26 4 9 
II 72 16 4 i 
III 57 29 11 3 
If 63 24 7 6 
I 39 22 13 17 9 
II 40 a 12 $ 20 12 
III 54 20 6 11 6 3 
IV 46 17 10 7 20 7 
I 26 26 17 22 9 
II 2i 24 16 4 12 16 
III 40 31 6 9 U 3 
I? 33 30 12 5 15 9 
I 52 22 17 9 
II 44 12 4 4 i 2g 
III 54 17 11 17 
IV 51 17 6 1 15 11 
I 22 30 13 26 9 
II 4 2d Z$ 4 24 12 
III 29 11 23 14 17 3 
If 19 22 22 7 22 « 
Instructors should he abl® to 
administer firat aid in eas® 
of accident. 
An accident rtport for all 
accidents should be filled 
out i««diately after an 
accident occuiv. 
Accident reports should be 
reviewed and used as a sBeana 
of eliminating the causes of 
accidents. 
The accident report should be 
filled out as a protection for 
the instructor. 
Accident report® and investi­
gations of accidents should be 
presented to students in order 
to present a living picture of 
hazards• 
MOTlt tee letter® at the head of t^e table represent 
the following! A, always obierved| B, usually observedi G, 
somefcimes observedj D, seldom observed! E, is not observedj 
NS, no response. 
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EVALUATIOH OF SHOP HULES MB HEGULAflOIS 
Th® practice of haviag a restricted area artsund each 
power tool and allowing only erne student in the area was 
considered "very i^ortant" by 46 per cent of all the instruc­
tors and ^important" by 43 per cent, Instructors considered 
it "always observed" 17 per cent of the time, ^usually ob­
served" 45 per cent of the time, and "soaietimes observed^ 
23 per cent of the time. 
Removal of poorly desi®ned power tools was rated 
"very iaportant** by 63 per cent of the instructors and 
"i^ortant" by 33 per cent. The practice was considered 
"always observed" 43 per cent of the time, "usually observed^ 
27 per cent of the time, and "seldom observed" 11 per cent 
of the time* 
Most instructors felt that a periodic check of power 
machinery for operative safety was a valuable safety prac­
tice. The practice was rated "very important" by 6l per 
cent of all the instructors and "i^ortant" by 35 per cent. 
Instructors believe this practice to be "always observed" 
by 54 per cent, "usually observed*' by 27 per cent, and 
"sometisies observed" by 11 per cent. 
A difference of opinion imong instructors on the ̂ tter 
of students using controlled motions in a shop is shown in 
Table Xfl. This practice was rated "very i^ortant" by 
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29 per eent, "not very Important" hf 11 per c«nt and 
"doesn't apply" by 11 per cent. Instructors felt that the 
practice was "always observed" by 22 per cent, "usually 
observed" by 29 per cent, "sometiaes obsenrcd** by 22 per 
cent, md "is not observed" by 7 per cent. 
Proper handling of long or unwieldy stock in a wood­
working class was considered "very important" by 21 per cent 
of all the instructors, ^important" by 33 per cent, and 
^not very iBiportant" by 2i per cent. This practice wag 
considered "always observed" by 12 per cent, ̂ usually ob­
served" by 29 per cent, "eeldoa observed" by 11 per cent, 
and "^is not observed" by 12 per cent. 
Instructors considered the practice of student®• re­
porting of safety hazards as valuable, IRhe practice was 
rated "very important" fcy 6? per cent of all the instructor# 
and "important" by 29 per sent. Under observance, 40 per 
cent rated tiie practice **always observed", 34 per cent 
"usually observed**, and 15 per cent '•sometimes observed." 
Giving a student a safety test before he is allowed 
to operate a power tool showed variance between importance 
of the practice and the degree to which it is observed. 
Under i^ortance of the practice, $2 per cent of all the 
instructors rated it "very iaportant", 2B per cent "ij^ortanf*, 
and 12 per ceat "not very important." The practice was 
considered "always observed" by 39 per cent, "usually 
observed" by 24 per cent, "soaetiraes observed" by 17 per 
cent, and "is not observed" by 11 per cent. 
AH iastruetors, except one who didn't respond, 
considered prohibiting playing or clowning in the school 
shop wimportanf* or "very iaportant,® Instructors, except 
for two who didn*t reipond, indicated that the practice was 
"always observed" by S3 P®r cent and "usually observed" 
by the remaining 13 per cent. 
SoBie discutsion was provoked over the question of 
allowing "accident prone" students to remain in class, 
"Sell the adainistratorfi on the idea and it will be ob­
served", ms one remark* Another felt ̂ at an "accident 
prone" student could be taught safe habits in school 
instead of learning unsafe practices outside of sdiool. 
A common feeling indicated that as long as this type of 
student could get into woodworking claases the instructor 
^uld have to cope with the situation. The practice of 
restricting "accident prone" students from woodworking 
classes was rated "ii^ortant" by 1? per cent of all instruc­
tors, ''very iaipox^ant" by 35 per cent, «not very important* 
by 22 per cent, and "doesn't apply"* by 16 per cent. Degree 
of observance of the practice varied widely as indicated 
by Table X?II. 
TABU X?I 
IMPOETAICl OF SHOP SU1£S A^iD REGUUTIOSS - PERCIMTAGES 
Instructor Bating 
Safety Practice r̂oup 1 2 3 4 5 Hi 
I 52 43 4 
H 32 40 20 4 4 
III 51 43 3 3 
If 46 42 $ 1 4 1 
I 70 17 9 4 
II 56 36 4 4 
III 60 34 3 3 
IV 61 30 4 2 1 
I 57 39 4 
II 40 2$ 4 4 
III 66 31 3 
I? 63 33 2 1 1 
1 4« 35 13 4 
II 56 24 16 4 
III 43 37 9 6 3 
I? 46 33 13 1 2 2 
I 57 43 
II 64 2i 4 4 
III 63 34 3 
IV 61 35 2 1 
I 17 4i 9 4 13 9 
11 20 40 20 i 12 
III 43 31 6 3 14 1 IV 29 39 11 5 11 6 
I 17 30 39 9 4 
II $ 40 20 8 12 12 
III 31 29 26 9 6 
IV 21 33 2$ 5 d 6 
An area should be designated 
for each power tool aM only 
one student should be allowed 
to be in the designated area 
^en tool is in operation. 
Ihen there is danger of a kick­
back iron a power tool students 
should not be allowed in the 
danger area when the tool i» 
operating. 
Poorly desigaed power tool# 
«^ich tend to cause accidents 
should be remoired from 
service. 
Standards should be set as to 
minimim size stock that can be 
worked on power toole. 
A periodic check should be 
made on all power tools for 
operating safety. 
The ii^ortance of using con­
trolled motions when working 
in crowded ehop® should be 
ingressed upon student®. 
Long or unwieldy stock should 
not be handled when step is 
fully occi^ied. 
*«-J Ihie nuabers at the head of the table represent 
the following I 1, very important j 2, important j 3, not very 
important} 4. of m i^ortancef 5. doesn*t applyi iS, no 
response. 
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TABUE X?I {Continued) 
Safety Praetice Group 
Instructor Sating 
2 3 4 5 HE 
When applied to power tools, I 30 43 1? 4 4 
a speoific color representing II 40 32 16 a 4 
danger areas will tend to III 3? 40 14 6 3 
increase the safety factor# I? 36 39 16 4 4 2 
Approved clothing should be I 26 1° 30 13 
worn in shop. II 16 64 4 4 12 
III 40 31 20 6 3 
I? 29 41 IB 4 i 
^lien students a hazard I 70 26 4 
they should report it to the II 6$ 2$ 4 
instructor at once. III 66 31 3 
IV 67 29 1 2 
Students should be given I 48 30 13 9 
safety tests before being II 56 32 i 4 
allowed to operate power III 51 23 14 3 6 3 
tools. I? 52 2$ 12 1 5 2 
Playing or clowning should I 96 4 
be prohibited in shop. II 100 
III 91 9 
I¥ 95 4 1 
Students %^o seem "accident I 43 22 17 9 9 
prone" should not be allowed II 2g 20 24 $ 12 0 
to renain in a shop class. III 34 11 23 6 23 1 I? 35 17 22 5 16 6 
th# following: 1, very important| 2, iiaportanti 3, not very 
iB!^ortantj 4» of no iiaportancej 5» doesn't apply| HE, no 
response. 
TABLE XVII 
DEGEEE 10 miCU SmETf PRACTICES WEEE OB£EI?im 
IN SUOF RULF;S AID REGIFMTIONS - PEECEMTAGES 
Safety Practic# Grou|> 
Instructor Bating 
D SE 
An area should be designated I 22 43 17 4 4 9 
for eaA power tool and only II 12 36 Z$ 4 12 i 
one student should be allowed III 17 51 23 6 3 
to be in the designated area I? 17 45 23 2 7 6 
^en tool ii in operation* 
When there is danger of a kick­ I 57 26 4 4 4 4 
back fro® a power tool students II 44 32 16 4 4 
should not be allowed in the III 37 46 9 6 3 
danger area when the tool i® IV 45 36 10 4 2 3 
operating. 
Poorly designed power tools I 43 35 13 9 
which tend to cauTO accidents II 44 16 20 i 12 
should be removed from III 43 29 9 11 9 
service.- IV 43 27 10 11 4 6 
Standards ^.ould be set as to I 4« 22 13 4 X3 
minimuiR sise stock that can be II 40 24 24 8 4 
worked cm power tools. III 37 34 14 6 5 3 
IV 41 2B 17 5 4 6 
A periodic chedc should b® I 61 30 13 9 
nsade on all power tools for II 52 24 $ 12 
operating safety. III 51 26 11 1 1 3 
IV 54 27 11 1 1 6 
The iaportance of using con­ I 13 30 26 4 4 22 
trolled notions i^en working II 20 2i 24 4 4 20 
in ci^wded shops should be III 29 29 17 9 U 6 
in^ressed upon students. IV 22 29 22 6 7 15 
Long or unwieldy stock should I 4 17 30 13 22 13 
not be handled ifdien shop is II 4 40 16 i 16 16 
fully occupied. III 23 29 23 3 11 11 
IV 12 29 23 11 12 13 
MOTEs liie letters at the head of the table represent 
the following I A, always oteservedj B, usually observed; C, 
soiHStimes observed; D, seldom observed; I, is not obserredi 
MR, no response. 
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TABI^ Xfll (Continued) 
Safety Praetic® 
lust rmetor Ratiag 
Gr®up A B D E »E 
Vhm applied to power tools, 
a specific color rtpreseating 
dangers will tei!^ to imrmee 
the safety factor. 
Approved clothing should be 
worn in shop. 
I^en students see a hazard 
th^ Msoy.ld report it to the 
instructor at once. 
Students should be giv® 
safety tests before beii^ 
allowed to operate power 
tools. 
Playing or clowning should 
be prohibited in shop. 
Students who seem '•accident 
prone" should not be allowed 
to remain in a shop class# 
I 17 17 26 4 22 13 
II 16 12 16 16 24 16 
III 17 11 23 14 31 3 
IV 17 13 22 12 27 10 
I 13 26 26 4 13 17 
II 20 40 a $ 6 16 
III 26 34 20 9 9 3 
I? 21 34 Id 7 10 11 
I 43 39 9 4 4 
II 44 26 12 4 12 
III 34 34 20 6 3 3 
I? 40 34 15 5 1 6 
I 39 26 13 17 4 
II 36 36 12 12 
III 40 14 23 6 14 3 
I¥ 39 24 17 4 11 6 
I a? 13 
II 80 16 4 
III ^6 U 3 
I¥ S3 13 2 
I 35 13 17 9 9 17 
II 20 & 16 16 24 16 
III 29 11 9 11 34 6 
I? 2$ 11 13 12 24 12 
5̂f|. fhe' letter at tl 
the followings A, always observed| 1, usually obs«rved| 0, 
soffletiwes observed} D, seldoa observedj E, is not obserrtdj 
IR, m respoi^e. 
CHAPfER f 
COISTRUCTION OF THE UST OF EVALUATH) SAFiTT PMCTIGIS 
Hie results of th© stu<fy indicate that imnf of the 
safety practices are g^ierally accepted and iiiould be 
included in the *'List of Evaluate Safety Practices'* (see 
Appendix 1). Practices having a large percentage of 
instructors rating them as **important" or ^very ii^ortant** 
with few dissenting opinion® will be included, Soroe prac­
tices of a controversial nature will be included wh«n 
outside factors influence their selection# Practices 
which are controversial in nature, but do not have si^port-
ing outside factors, will not be included. 
!Rie biggest supporting factor influencing the selec­
tion of controversial practices is the possibility that 
negligence can be proved if the instructor does not observe 
the practice. 
Practices about whicii there was general agreement 
will not be discussed to a great extent in this paper. 
The inclusion or deletion of controversial practices 
will be discussed and justified. 
Power fools. "Kie safety practices dealing with the 
guarding of power tools will be incliadied. There was some 
variance of opinion concerning the value of guards on table 
saws. However, if a student should be injured due to the 
lack of a guard when one is aimilable, the instructor could 
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possibly be considered negligent.^ A sitmatioa sueh as 
this might involve the instructor in a liability suit. For 
this reason the praetice will b© included in the "List of 
Evaluated Safety Practices*» 
The use of a push stick, i^en working stock on both 
table saw and Jointer, received much support as a safety 
practice. The practice will be included, 
Seplacing ̂ e blades on a jointer by studmts received 
muc^ adverse coni«^t, and reaeons stated iMicate that aany 
instructors do not c<msider it the students* responsibility, 
"]^e large percentage rating the pmctice "very ia^ortant" 
indicate that if students p<Krfor» the operation it should 
be closely supervised by the instructor, 13ie practice wlH 
not be include! because of t^e aaay opinions stating ttmt 
instructors are responsible for doing this particular job. 
Hand Tools. Hie safety practices included under 
hand tools were considered of value by the instructors. 
Therefore, all safety practices for tend t^ols will be 
include in the evaluation instrument. 
Shop Facilities. Hie safety practices included 
under shop facilities received, for the most part, ratings 
indicating that instructor® consider thea of -mlue. 
One practice, whldi deals urith the application of 
soae form of iMsn-skid surface to floors in the vicinity of 
¥, Tishendorf, «Accident Liability of Shop 
Teachers", Safety Education 30s2, February, 1951* 
.?2. 
power toolS) reeeived a ratisg of "not very ifflporfcant** by 
IS per amt of all the instmetor®, "of no Importaose" by 
4 per c®Eit, and «doesi*t apply" by 5 per cent# HoweTer, 
34 per cent rated ^e practice "very ia^ortant", ®d 37 
per cent rated it "iaportant*^ This indicates tiiat the 
practice i« of value and should be inclined in t^e evaluation 
inetninentr. 
Safety Education. Safety practices liiich include 
specific rulee for teaching the use of pow^ tools were 
considered of value by instructors# Practices dealing with 
this phase of safety education will be included. 
Having a student act as safety engineer received mmy 
differing opinictis froii instructoi«* Some indicated that 
they considered this the instructor's responsibility* One 
instructor said that he had used a rotating student fore­
man system for several years idth successi however, he had 
to use care in his ©election of students-»»soae personalities 
were not fitted for the Job. Another instiuctor uses a 
student aonitor to ke^ track of t^e power tools# There are 
arguments advanced liiich se«B to J^^tify, and not to justify, 
the use of student safety engineers. In view of this dis-
agreemeet, the practice will not be included. 
Conducting safety contests anong students as a means 
of preventing accidents received «any adverse mtings from 
the iastructoi^. It was rated "not very ia^ortant"^ by 
27 per cent of all instmctors, ®of no importance" by 
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^ per ccnt, and "doesaH apply^ by 32 per canfc • fhe prae-
tice id 11 not be included# 
All instructors ii^icated that safety education wa» 
of great valiafi in the woodworking shop, A group of four 
practices dealing with safaty education wae included in the 
questionnaire. first practice, dealing with safety 
education as a separate course, had widely varying answers 
and will not be included in the evalxiation instruni«it. 
The fourth practice, >fcich includes introductory safety 
lectures and supplementary safety instruction for the 
duration of the course, received the greatest si^port frtaei 
instructors? 94 per cent rated it "ii^ortant" or "very 
important," Hiis practice will be included. 
Visual aids are of value as indicated by the question­
naire results, tRie practice, dealing with the use of out­
side sources to obtain visual aids, is of value and is 
observed by many shop instructor®. All safety practices 
dealing with visual aids will be included. 
Ace id ant Pro enures. Instructors liiould be able t© 
administer first aid in case of accidents. This was the 
opinion of 97 per cent of all the instructors who rat€4 
the practice as ̂ important" or "very i^ortant,** One instruc­
tor recoMiended -Wie teaching of first aid as a part of the 
training program for woodworking instructors. This prac­
tice id.ll be included in the study. 
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Instlectors attested to tto e valut of making out 
accident reports. The practices, in the questionnaire, 
covered th® fillii^ out of accident r^orts iraiBediately 
after m accident, the reviewing of accident report# as a 
means of eliminating causes of accidents, and the t»e of 
the accident report® as a aeans of protection for the 
instructor, fhe above safety practices id.ll be used. 
The presenting of accident reports t© the student after an 
accident rated "not very i^ortant® ̂  22 per cent of all 
the instructors and ^•of no importmce" by 7 per cent. One 
instructor believes that students will reconstruct an acci­
dent by themselves and assess the safety pmetices ̂ ich 
would have prevented the accident. This, toe inetructor 
believes, is a better method than the reconstruction of "ttie 
accident by tdie accident report method at a later date. 
For the above reasons the practice will not be i^ed. 
Shop Rules aid Regulations. The designation of 
safety area® around a power tool when it is in operaticm, 
#ii<ai would be restricted to the student operating t^e 
machine, was considered of value by the instructors. Th# 
practice i«dll be included. 
There ms some discussion as to the minifflum sise of 
stock that could be safely worked on power tools. The prac­
tice was rated "not very Itaportanf* by 13 per cent of all 
the instructors. However, the question of the use of a 
pu^ stick when working sto<^ on the Jointer brought fortii 
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many statemeiits indieatiag that sisaller pieces Aould fee 
wrked by hand* Taking tiit above views into mind, the 
practice will be included. 
infcke use of cmt rolled -motions in shqps broiii^t forth 
a variance of oplaions mmg the instructors* l^e practice 
mkB rated "not vexy l^ortant" by 11 per cent, "of no 
inportaiice" by 5 per ceat, and **doesii*t apply" by H per cent. 
Due to the variance of opiaioae this practice will not be 
included* 
fhe haMliiig of long or imwieldy stock when the shop 
is occ^ied was considered ^not very ii^ortant" by 2$ per 
cent of all the instructors, **of no iiaport&nce" by 5 per 
cent, and "doeaiH apply" $ per ceflb • Due to the differ* 
ing opinions the practice will not be included* 
The question of allowing "accident prone" students 
to remain in woodworking classes was a controversial issue. 
Of the instructors, 22 per cent mted it "not very ii^ortant**, 
5 per cent rat®i it "of no ii^ortance", and 16 per cent 
rated it "doesn't apply,Due to tdie above ratings arai to 
the discussion of the practice in the last chapter the 
practice wiH not be includei in evaluation instruffl«nt. 
A copy of the "W-st of Evaluated Safety Practices" aay be 
found in Af^endiac E* 
OiAPTES VI 
SlIMMAII md RICOMINDATIOKS FOR FffiTHlH Sf®I 
Smroary* Safety practices are ii^ortant in today 
woodworking shop. 
Where power tools are concemei, precautions usually 
are taken to prevent accident® am the student® are ta\3^t 
awareness of the safety practices involved• Bom instructors 
differ in opinion ccmceming the use of the guard on a table 
saw, ^is does not indicate a lack of respect for safety 
but, rather, is an indication that the guard may be lacking 
due to 8o®« quality which is needed for convenience of 
operation of the saw# The one practice not ind.uded in the 
"List of Evaluated Safety Practices" fi^m the power tool 
area, that of replacing blades in a Jointer, was considered 
too ccraplex for students to perfor#. Instructors indicated 
that most of the various safety practices were important 
and that further work was needed to insure full observance. 
All safety practices concerning use of hand tools 
were included in the "List of Evaluated Safety Practices•" 
Observance of the safety practice in this area is lower tshiDQ 
other areas ̂ d isay be due to the manner in niiich hand tools 
are regarded toy students# Hand tools, unlike power tools, 
can be used without repair whim damaged without too great 
a danger eleaient, aiKi they are aore readily available for 
students" use* 
Rie ia^ortance of safety practices and the degree of 
observance of the practices vari^ widely in the area of 
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shop facilities. Inetruct®« eonsidered th® safety prae-
tic®s of importance but indieatad tbat ob®«rranc® of tiit 
praetic® ms sowe^at slack# As Bom of the practices 
coEcermed th« limitations of th® physical plant where the 
woodworking classes are ccmducted, the instructor may b® 
limits ae to the steps that he can take regarding safety 
in this area# 
fhe area coirered by safety education contained 
safety practices nAich were highly rated toy the instructors, 
ai^ others irtiicfe were controversial. lh«re education im«>lv-
ing the use of power toole was concerned fee practices were 
lated "iaportant® or "very inportant" and showed a high 
degree of observance of safety practicee. fhe use of stu­
dent safety ^gineers was a controversial issue with advo­
cates for and against? practices dealing wit^ the issue 
were not included. 
The treatment of safety eduction showed that 
instructors wanted safety to be combined with both lecturws 
and siypplementaiy material in the nwsodworking course. 
Vieml aids to education are used in laany of the 
school shops in Montana, but cowpared to the la^ortance 
with which instructors rated this practice, their use should 
be increased. 
One instructor stated that a course in first aid 
should be a part of the timining of shop teachers. M«irly 
all instructors considered the knowledge of first aid 
treatment in ease of accidents ¥almbi« in the •moiimrking 
ffeop, and m®ny indicated they were prepare to administer 
first aid iR esse of accident. Reeordiiag aM keeping 
records of accident® was rated a valuable practice 
instrmetors. Even thou#i the practice was ajniidered 
"ij^ortairt;'* or '*very important" by many of them, they in­
dicated that the practice was not observed to a great 
esEtent, 
In the ar^ of shop rules and n^ulations, the ob­
servance of many practice# varied idth the rating of importance 
which they received. The setting up of danger areas for the 
us® of power tools was rated an important practice, but wai 
not observed accordingly. 
Actions of students should be curtailed if they are 
indulging in practices whidi i^set the shop routine. The 
instructors iirere nearly unanimous about this issue and 
considered it to be observed to a hi# degree. Cooperati® 
of students in reporting accident haaarda was considered a 
valuable practice bu^ was not observed as much as it Aould 
be. 
The question of allowing **accident prone" student® 
to remain in class caused much co«enti Many felt that the 
student could leam aad practice safety rules j while others 
wanted ti&e student removed from the ^op. The degree of 
observance of prohibiting "acciderti prQue" student® fron 
shop class varied much as did the ratings on importance 
of the pmctice. 
•79" 
Reeomaciidation® for farther fery littlt 
written work has heen done in tifei® field of safety in wood­
working si^ps in Jfontama# Baring th® eoui^® of this stMy, 
various qutstious have appeared wM ch could be th« basis 
for farther study* the followii^ recofflmeiriations are aada 
with this vi«w In mitid. 
(1) Instructors indi©at«i that at times the use of 
guards on power tools tends to increas® the accidtait hassard 
when thtse tools ar® in operation. Some instructors may 
have ideas of tJieir own which would be advantageous in the 
design of more efficient guards. By utilising su^estions 
ard determining ̂ at instructors want incorporated in power 
tool piards, much aight be do©® to alleviate the awkwardness 
of some guards. 
(2) It is difficult to assess the accident rate in 
woodworking ^ops in Montana high schools because there 
are no state-wide statistics available. Types of accidents 
and their cause® would be useful in determining safety 
prograjHs to be carried out, 
(3) Accident forms cm tain information whi^ my 
provide protection for the instructor in case of legal 
action. A standard form, desipied to aeet the needs for 
recording all phases of an accident, in ccmcise suad clear 
form, would do midte toward sttoulating interest in the 
keeping of accurate accidwt records* 
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(4) Instructors throu^out the state had differing 
opinions coneeraing the iaporfcasce of certain practices. 
A study of stparate schools and th@ shop facilities avail­
able would help to detemine the reasons for the various 
opinions, 
/ 
(5) Safe"^ not mly depends t^on th® proper use of 
physical objects in attaining its goal, but also dtpends 
on the attitude of the studenti toward safety, The questione 
arise? type of student is a safety problea?** "Is 
there any connection between accident rate in the school 
shop and various activities outside the school shop?" These 
questions may provide a basis for further study. 
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APW»IXiS' 
montana state university 
M I S S O U L A  
APPSSDIX A 
FiEST mmm. SENT WITH QUis-fioiiiiM 
May 3, 1955 
Safety is of in^ortance in all that we do. For the instructor 
of the woodworking shop it is of paramount importance. With this 
in mind, your assistance is asked to help make an evaluation instru­
ment for safety in Montana high school woodworking shops, 
Ihe cLuestionnaire will "be used as a basis for a thesis for a 
Master's degree at Montana State University. When the study is 
completed, I will send you a copy of the evaluation instrruaent 
which will embody your opinions and recommendations. 
Will you please fill out the enclosed questionnaire and return 
it in the self-addressed envelope? 
Thank you for your co-operation. 
Tours truly. 
This outline and question­
naire approved. 
John F. Staehle Paul E. Paddock 
Associate Professor 
School of Education 
ITANA STATE UNIVERSITY IS A UNIT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, THE OTHER COMPONENT INSTITUTIONS OF WHICH ARE MONTANA STATE COLLEGE AT 
EMAN, MONTANA SCHOOL OF MINES AT BUTTE, WESTERN MONTANA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AT DILLON, EASTERN MONTANA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AT BIL­
LINGS, AND NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE AT HAVRE 
APPENDIX B 
FIEST FOI.LO«^OP SBIf TO SHOP ISSTEUCS'OBS 
Dear Shop iBstractori 
A short ti.M I sent a <ittestioniialre 
on safety pr^eedttres in tb@ @(^ool ̂ ©p. 
In order to insure &&eurmf of the result® 
your opinloES airf mmwmmnd&ttonm are ii©ed^» If you 
wouldl fiU out th® questiormalr® anct return It to 




MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
M I S S O U L A  
25 May 1955 
APPENDIX C 
SEOOfffl FOLLOW-UP SENT TO SHDP INSTfiUCTORS^ 
Dear Shop Instructor: 
Time is now growing short. 
Your co-operation in the study on woodworking safety 
is needed. It would be greatly appreciated if you would 
return the filled out questionnaire to Montana State 
University. 
If you do not have woodworking classes in your school, 
would you return the enclosed slip. 
Thank you very much. 
Yours truly. 
Paul E. Paddock 
)NTANA STATE UNIVERSITY iS A UNIT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, THE OTHER COMPONENT INSTITUTIONS OF WHICH ARE MONTANA STATE COLLEGE AT 
iZEMAN, MONTANA SCHOOL OF MINES AT BUTTE, WESTERN MONTANA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AT DILLON, EASTERN MONTANA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AT BIL­
LINGS, AND NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE AT HAVRE 
APPEIDII D 
aUlSTIONMAI^ FOE APPEMSIBG WCODWORKIMG 
SAFOT in MOStMA HIGH SPOOLS 
lAME SgHQQL 
CITT 
H©w nany students attend your school linclude 
ninth grade if you have a Junior high school)? 
How mmy studmts are ia your woodworking classee 
(include ninth grade)? 
How many woodwoiHking eections do you hav#? 
following questions ar® to deternin®, in your 
opinion, whidi t^ls tend to have the greater 
accident potential. 
List three power tool®, in ord®r, that tend to be (1). 
the aost dauBigeroug. U). 
(3). 
List t^ree hand tools, in order, that tend to be (1 
the most dangerous. (2 
(3) 
Which category of tools tends to cause the M>st 
accidents? (ynderlinc) Why? 
Power tools Hand tools 
DIllCTIOIt %)posite the safety practices to be appraised, 
circle the number and letter tliat indicate your evaluation 
of the item* 
Ifflportance of the practice Degree to whidh safety practice 
is observed 
1) very iaportant 
2) ia^ortant 
(3/ not very important 
(4) of no iaportance 
(5) doesn't a^ly 
a) alu^ys observed 
bj usually observed 
c| sometMes observed 
d) seldc^ observed 
e) is not obserred 
12 3 4 5 Students should be allowed to use power abed® 
tools only after asip^vised practice. 
1 2 3 4 5 ̂  area should be designated for eadi abed® 
power tool and only one student should 
be allowed in the designated area when 
tool is in operation. 
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12 3 4 5 bating parts on raachintry should b# pm* abed# 
t«eted by gimrds* 
1 2 3 4 5  W h e n  t h ® r «  1 ®  d a g g e r  o f  a  k i c k b a c k  f r © a  a b e d ®  
a power tool students should not be al­
lowed In the danger area the tool 
is operating. 
1 2 3 4 5  P o o r l y  d e s i g n e d  p o w e r  t o o l s  < t i  t t n d  a b o d e  
to oauee accidents ;^ould be reiaored, 
1 2 3 4 5 A periodic check ^ould be made on all a b c d e 
power tools for operating safety. 
1 2 3 4 5  A d j u s t m e n t s  s h o u l d  n e v e r  b e  m a d e  o n  a b o d e  
power machinery unless machine is un** 
plumed. 
1 2 3 4 5  P ^ i l s  s h o u l d  l e a m  t h e  c a p a b i l i t i e s  a b o d e  
of the Machines they use in order to 
proaote safe practice®. 
1 2 3 4 5  P o w e r  t o o l s  o p e r a t e d  i n  a n  a w k w a r d  o r  a b e d #  
dangerous position i^ould be operated by 
the instructor. 
12345 <^uard on table saw dbould be in position a b e d e 
and used. 
1 2 3 4 5  T a b l e  s a w  i h o u l d  b e  k e p t  c l e a r  o f  a l l  a b e d #  
objects except stock being cut. 
1 2 3 4 5  P u s h  s t i c k s  i ^ o u l d  b e  u s e d  t i f e e n  c u t t i n g  a  b  c  d  e  
narrow stock on table saw. 
1 2 3 4 5  G u a r d  o n  J o i n t e r  s h o u l d  b e  i n  p o s i t i o n  a  b  c  d  «  
and ^ed. 
1 2 3 4 5 A push stick should be used li^en work- abode 
ing small pieces of stock on the jointer. 
1 2 3 4 5  A f t e r  a  s t u d e n t  h ^  m a d e  a d j u s t m e n t s  o r  a b e d #  
replaced the blades on a Jointly, the 
instructor should dhe^ the jointer 
before it is used. 
1 2 3 4 5  G u a r d  m  b a n d  s a w  ̂ o u l d  b #  i n  p l a c e  a b e d #  
and used. 
1 2 3 4 5  B a n d  s a w  s h o u l d  b e  l o c a t e d  s o  b l a d e  a b o d e  
wiU not lash out and mdanger students 
if it should break. 
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12 3 4 5 Prevision i^owld be »<le for bolding m b 6 d e 
stoek firaly t^ea ofjerating dilli press. 
1 2 3 4 5 Goggles should be worn %h%n oper^ing abode 
lathe. 
1 2 3 4 5 When working glued stock en lathe, abode 
instruetor should oheok pieee before 
it is worked. 
1 2 3 4 5 Tool grinder ^ould have eye ^ield in abode 
place when it Is in operation. 
1 2 3 4 5 Standard® should be set ae to id.ni- abode 
fflua eise stock that can be «mrked cm 
power tCK»ls# 
1 2 3 4 5 Kanmere and fflallete should not beyged abode 
handle is ©racked or «»t fitted 
properly. 
1 2 3 4 5 Chisels with aushroowed heads should a b c d e 
be repaired before using. 
1 2 3 4 5 fools suoh a@ files arid rasps should abode 
not be used without a proper handle. 
1 2 3 4 5 A dull tool ̂ ould always be sharpened abode 
before laing. 
1 2 3 4 5 Proper instruction in sharp<ming tool® abode 
wi3Jl be a deterrent to accident®. 
1 2 3 4 5 A bench vise should be used to hold abode 
stock firmly liien it ii being worked* 
1 2 3 4 5 Students should be iiqprested with the abode 
iiportance of not laying objeet® on 
workbenches so thfy will project over 
and cause injury to passen-by. 
1 2 3 4 5 l^ie iaportance of using ccratroHed a b c d e 
TOtions i&^en working in crowded sh^ps 
^ould be impressed upon student©. 
1 2 3 4 5 Floors, in the area of power tools, a b c d e 
should have soae form of ncm-skid 
surface applied. 
1 2 3 4 5 aj^lied to power tools, a a b c d e 
specific color representing danger 
areas will tend to increase the 
safety factor. 
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12 3 4 5 or unwieldy stoek should m% h« abed# 
hasdled 'wbou shop is fully oeci^pied* 
1 2 3 4 5 Approved elothiag should be worn In shop#a bed® 
1 2 3 4 5 Students ia 9th and 10th gmdm riiould abed® 
be supervised «ore closely tli« ©ld«p 
students wfeeii operatiag power tools, 
1 2 3 4 5 Shields or goggle® should be readily abode 
available to all students lAo wi^ to 
use theas# 
1 2 3 4 5 Studesits should take regular turns abode 
aeti-?Tg as safety engineer* 
1 2 3 4 5 A safety engiaeer should be on duty abed® 
ii^erever a woodwsrkiag ^ass is in 
session* 
12 3 4 5 Adequate storage facilities for tools a b c d e 
will tend to increase the safety 
factor in the shop# 
1 2 3 4 5 Adequate artificial lifting Aould 
provided for all power tools. 
b e  a b e d ®  
1 2 3 4 5 The instructor should ecnduct safety abed® 
contests ai^ng students to keep acci­
dent rate at a sinimua* 
1 2 3 4 5 fen^orary wiring for tools should be a b c d e 
kept to a miniiBUBi« 
1 2 3 4 5 All switches m. equipmefS^ should be a b c d e 
painted a bri#t as lor and be in a 
position that is easy to reach* 
1 2 3 4 5 %«Ei students see a hasard they should a b c d e 
report it to the instructor at mm, 
1 2 3 4 5 There should be a master e<mtrol box abed® 
for all power tools. 
1 2 3 4 5 A separate course in safety ^ould be abed® 
tau#t for i^op classes. 
1 2 3 4 5 Safety education Aould consist mainly abode 
of lectures at the beginning of wood-
wrking course. 
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12 3 4 5 Safety ©dmeation ahould consist of a b e d e 
supplementary taching during wood­
working classes for tb® entire 
p«riod of the course. 
12 3 4 5 Safety education should include a abode 
eofflbinaticai of introductory lectures 
and si^pleaentary teaching during the 
course • 
1 2 3 4 5 Visual aids should be employed in the abed® 
teaching of shop safety# 
12 3 4 5 Posters, portraying safety, should be a b c d e 
displayed in the woodworicing shc^, 
1 2 3 4 5 Safety data, of the typ® that i® fur- abed® 
ni^ed cooaercial fiaras, are aids 
in teaching safetyt 
1 2 3 4 5 Accident report® and investigations of a b c d e 
accident® should be presented to stu­
dent® in order to present a living 
picture of the hasard* 
12 3 4 5 Student® should be given safety test® be~a b c d ® 
fore being allowed to operate power tool®. 
1 2 3 4 5 Playing or clowning should be prohibited abed® 
in shop. 
1 2 3 4 5 Instructors should be able to administer abed® 
first aid in case of an accident. 
1 2 3 4 5 An accident report for all accidents abed® 
sfiiould be filled out iimediately after 
an accident occurs. 
12 3 4 5 Accident reports diould be reviewed and abed® 
used as a means of eliiainating the 
causes of accidents. 
1 2 3 4 5 The accident report letoould be filled out abed® 
a® a protection for the instructor. 
12 3 4 5 Students yho seem "accident prone^ abed® 
should not be allowed to reimin Iji a 
shop class. 
If you have any suggestion that you would like to add 
concerning safety, would you please list them below. 
AFPEIBIX 1 
COPT OF THE »LIST OP EVALUATED Stf-ETI PMCTIC1S« 
SAFETY PMCTICES APPMISED FOS MfAMl 
HlOi SdOOi TODWOHKIia SHOPS 
followiag safety praetices hm^ bt®n sel©et®d 
froBi a questionnaire %faicia was sent to instructors of wood-
wor-king in Montana bigb sofeools* The questionnaire was 
coaposed of safety practice and instruetors evaluated th®m 
for iufjortane® of th« practiee and th® degree to ishicli the 
practice is obserred. Out of sixty safety practices, forty* 
niae have been ieleeted for this evaluatioa instrument. 
Nearly all th© eeleetions were based upon general agr<wment 
of the iustrectors on various issues. A few controversial 
practices are included because the instructor could be 
considered liable if negligence or his part is proved due 
to his not obserring a particular safety practice, A 
complete study of this probl^ is available in a thesis 
at Montana State University, "An Appraisal of Safety Practices 
in Woodworking Classes in itontana High Spools." 
Under laqsortance of the practice, the categories 
"important" and "very iiportant®' will be shown as a total 
percentage. Under degree of observance, ''always observed" 




95 Push sticks should be used when cutting narrow S6 
stock on table saw. 
95 Tool grinder should have eye shield in place iZ 
i^en it is in c^eration. 
94 Having parts on machinery should be protected $3 
by ^ards. 
93 Guard on band saw should be in place and used. 
92 Band saw should be located so blaSe ndll not 76 
lash out anS endanger students if it should 
break.-
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90 Guard on jointer should fee in position and us<Ki. 
MJmstments should n®v®r he sade on power 
machinery unless roachine is unplugged, 
86 lh«a working glu®d stock on lath®, instiuctor 
should cdi®ck piect before it ig worked. 
#3 A push ^ick should be us#d when Mjrklng s»all 
pieces ctf stock m the jointer. 
^0 Tabl® saw should b® kept clear of all objects 
©xcept stock being cut# 
7S Power toola operated in an awkward or dangerous 
position iliould be operated the instructor. 
74 Provision should be laade for holding stock firmly 
when ̂ ©rating drill press. 
6i Goggles should be wora when operating lathe. 
51 Guard on table saw should be in position and 
used. 
Hand fools 
9d A dull tool should always b® shaipened before 
using. 
92 Chisels with mushroomed head® should be repaired 
before usii^. 
90 A bench vise ihould be used to hold stock firialy 
idien it is being worked. 
07 Proper instruction in ^arpening tools will be a 
deterrent to accidents. 
§6 iaamers and isallets should not be used when 
handle is cracked or not fitted properly. 
72 fools such as files ard rasp® should not be used 


















95 Shields or goggles ehould be readily available to 71 
all students trfio wish to use them, 
95 Adequate artificial limiting should be provided 71 
for all power tool®. 
93 Tei^orary wlrii5g for tools should be kept to a 67 
91 Biere should b® a naster contjrol box for all 72 
power tools. 
#4 All swit<^es OR equipment should be painted a 57 
bright eolor and in a position that is easy Ui 
reach# 
74 Adequate storage facilities for tools wlH tend 71 
to increase the safety factor in the school shop» 
71 Floors, in the area of power tools, should ham 30 
some forta of non-skid surface applied. 
MSSL 
Students should be aHoiired to use power tools 92 
only after st^enris^ practice. 
94 Pupils i^ould leajm tfe® capabilities of the 73 
machines that they use in order to proiaote safe 
practices, 
93 Posters, portraying safety, should be dieplayed 70 
in the woodwrking shop. 
Visual aids should be ©alloyed in the teaching 70 
of shop safety. 
S4 Safety education should include a combination 74 
of Introductory lectures and aippleaentary 
teaching during the woodwrking course. 
Safety data, of the type that ie furnished by 69 
coiamercial firm®, are aids in teaching safety, 
d2 Student® in 9^ and 10th grades should be super- 78 
Tised aore closely than older students when 
operating power tools. 
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65 St«d@ats ghouM b® impressed with the i»portanee 59 
of not laying objects on workbenches so they 
will project over and cause injury to paesers-by. 
Accident Procedures 
96 Instructors should b® able to administer first aid S? 
in case of an accident, 
^9 An accident report for all, accidents should be 66 
filled out iMediately after an accident occura» 
M Accident reports should be i^viewed and used as 63 
a means of eliminating the causes of accidents, 
M The accident report #iould be filled out as a Si 
protectioii for the instructor. 
63 Accident reports and investigations of accidents 41 
should be present®! to stud«Eits in order to 
present a living picture of hazards. 
Shop Hules and Eegulatione 
99 Playing or downing should be prohibits in shop. 97 
97 A periodic check should be made on all power Bl 
tools for operating eafety, 
96 When students see a haaai^ they should report it 73 
to the instructor at once. 
95 Poorly designed power tool® whi^ tend to cause 90 
accidents Aould be removed frois service, 
92 there is danger of a kickback from a power 91 
tool st\»lent8 shmild not be allowed in the 
danger area when the tool is operating. 
An area should be designated for eadi power tool 92 
and only one student ^oiild be allowed to be in 
the designated area y:ien tool is in operation. 
gl Standards should be set up as to the ainisu® siae 69 
stock that can be wrked on power tools. 
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?5 appliftd to power toolB, a epecific color 33 
representing danger areas will tend to increase 
the safety factor, 
70 Approved dtothing rfiould be worn in shop. 54 
